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AITUC WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 
(Delhi - August 8-9,1959)

AITUC’S VIEWS ON GOVT'S MEMORANDA

ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Note circulated to
17th Indian Labour. Conference

1. The papers prepared.by Government for this conference(17th 
ILC) completely shut their.eyes to certain pressing problems affect
ing the workers, though these problems dominated the Nainital 
■Conference and continue to remain acute as before. At Nainital 
every delegation raised the question of closures, retrenchment 
and unemployment. We discussed these problems, and Government and 
employers promised to do certain things. But situation has not 
improved.

2. True, one textile mill in Bombay has been taken over since 
then. But many more units in Bombay and elsewhere remain closed. 
Large-scale retrenchment and rationalisation in textiles, engineer
ing etc., are takingf)lace which the employers declare have the 
consent of the recognised unions of the INTUC as in Bombay and 
Madhya Pradesh.

3. Several strikes have been taking place on these questions 
of retrenchment and victimisation of trade union workers. Court 
judgements permitting dismissals at the sweet pleasure of the 
employers are evoking protest strikes to defend the rights of 
the working class. Strikes in the Grindlays Bank, the Mahindra 
concern in Calcutta, Remington Rand, The National Electric and New 
Era Silk in Bombay, the lockout in the Harveys, the failure to take 
over Kaleeswarar Mills in Coimbatore, show that the Government of 
India and the State Governments, after having debated the question 
at Nainital, have gone back to their usual position of lea.vig the 
workers alone to fight the superior weight of the employers.

4. In this period some wage agreements have been negotiated. 
The Jamshedpur wage agreement has come out. But even there, the 
problem of -work loads is still unresolved and unless wages and 
workloads are resolved together, it is useless to expect the workers 
to settle down to calm work. Workloads and retrenchment in 
Jamshedpur, the failure to evolve proper wages scheme in Burnpur 
and elsewhere, disturb the iron and steel sphere, the most vital 
one for our economy. Tea Bonus is still unsettled and a Wige 
Board for Metal and Engineering as a whole is an urgent necessity.

The promises made to appoint the wage boards for industries 
have been frozen. Even the Pay Commission and the Textile Wage 
Board have been unable to report though a long period, enough to 
exhaust the patience of the workers, has passed since their appoint
ment.

The Labour Minister Mr.Nanda has personally intervened in 
the Coal disputes and in the Banking dispute. But such interven
tions while securing temporary relief, do not make up for a policy 
as a whole. They become only benevolent exceptions to a bad 

labour policy, which does not allow urgent questions of'life of 
the workers to be resolved in their favour as a natural result 
of a correct policy.

The promises made .................



The promises made at Nainital and perspectives held before 
the workers have been belied for the most part. Where small 
fulfilments have been shown they had to be" extracted by pro
longed Buffering and struggles of the workers.
5• This not only shows the Labour policy of the Government 
in actual practice, it also shows that what is called PLANNED 
DEVELOPMENT.has no plan, unless all these retrenchments, 
closures, victimisations, and lockouts are a part of the ’’PLAN" of 
the Government and the employers for better Development of the 
profits of the gentlemen of enterprise.

OFFENSIVE ON T.U. RIGHTS. ¥
6. Not content with the position in which the employer^ aided 
by the Government machinery, are launching offensives against the 
workers, it seems in-this conference, the Government has put 
forward an agenda on industrial relations, which is calculated 
to hamstring still further the freedom of the workers and their 
trade unions.

The proposal to give unheard of powers to the Registrar of 
Trade Unions, that is Government officials, over the organisations 

of trade unions, is the most reactionary proposal on the agenda. 
e is no more a mere Registrar. He is to be the Supreme Maker and 

Unmaker of trade unions. He is to judge how many and where the 
workers should, have unions or not. In one State, he is even given 
the power to dismiss and. decide the office-bearers of the union. 
Very soon it will not be the workers, who will be running the 
unions, but the nominees of the Government or its party. So 
long it was done behind the back of the workers. Now it is 
proposed to be done with the sanction of the law. We refuse to 
accept this position. All these proposals of enhancing the powers 
of the Registrar or keeping his veto on the unions must be scrapped 
m toto.

CODE-OF DISCIPLINE
7. The Government of India has not been able to compel obser
vance of the Code of Discipline by the employers, by the State 
Government or by its own Ministries. The Unions of the AITUC 
particularly have not reaped a single benefit under the code. 
Not one union of the AITUC has been recognised under the Code. 
And the-re is the most flagrant case on record, where the Secretary 
of the Union of Employees of Audit and Accounts has been dismissed 
on charges, one of which is that he submitted a memo to the Pay- 

Commission of the Government of India, and suggested curtailment 
of the authority of his employer (immediate boss). We need not 
cite further facts which are too numerous to be quoted here,
8. The experience of the working of the code shows that the majo
rity of the employers and the State Governments, as also Ministries 
of the Government of India are not prepared to honour the Code.

Hence the AITUC thinks that the Code of discipline be suspended 
until, the employers and Governments come in the proper mood to 
work it and that the AITUC be allowed to withdraw from its obliga
tions, where the employers and States do not reciprocate and adopt 
a policy of special discrimination against AITUC.' To begin with 
AITUC will like to opt out of the code in Bihar, Madhya Pradesh 
and Bombay.
9. The Government of India compels the workers to subscribe 
Crores of Rupeeq/to ESI. In spite of the promises, it has failed 
to provide hospitalisation, care of the families of the insured 
and enhancement of the employer’s contributions'Provident fund 
monies of the workers are known to have been swindled by lacs. 
In Madhya Pradesh alone about Rs. Fifiylacs have been so swindled.

So is the position......
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So is the position in Bombay and elsewhere. Several Governments 
can be said to have been abetting this position as they took no 
effective action and workers in need do not get relief. This 
open daylight fraud is not nailed down by confiscating the concerns 
involved in it.

Where is Morality, Democracy and observance of law and the 
Code of Discipline in all this?

RECOGNITION OF TUS
10. The AITUC has always held that compulsory*recognition of 
trade unions is a vital necessity in India, and that in order to 
decide which union has the workers’ support and is representative, 
a secret ballot of the workers is the only correct method. Both 
these demands have been refused by the Government. Ballot is 
regarded as the most democratic method in the.political field. 
Then why is it denied in the trade union field?

The verification method is one sided and is heavily loaded 
on the side of the Government, and the employers and their 
supporters. The- vcryfact that unions of the INTUC or those 
recognised by the employers alone can collect subscription money 
in the factory, handicaps the others in making rolls and 
registering fully paid membership. Over and above this some of 
the verifying officers are subjected to influences hostile to 
the AITUC. Compulsory recognition of trade unions and ballot to 
decide their representative character are the absolute, preconditions 
for peace in industry and better industrial relations. These tvo 
measures will bring about a fundamental change in the situation 
and help the economy and the working class to go forward.

FOR A CLEAR-CUT SOCIALIST POLICY OF LABOUR

11. We have made the above remarks on some of the problems 
before us in general, because they embrace the most important 
aspects of any progressive labour policy.

For over 40 years, since the workers began to act in defence 
of their interests and formed mass unions, the Government 
and the employers have been avoiding direct collective bargaining 
between the unions and the employers. There has been a consistent 
attempt to interpose some tether agencies between the workers’ 
right to collective bargaining and the employers . who, as a class 
the world over, have always resisted direct negotiations with 
and recognition of trade unions. The Congress Ministries.with 
their avowed adherence to Socialism have not followed a different 
path. Even where they agreed to give bargaining right and recog
nition it is offered in exchange for surrender of some fundamental 
rights as shown in that new breed of unions called ’approved 
unions’. Hence for the last ten years there has been continuous, 
arguments about all kinds of tribunals, arbitration boards, conci
liation machineries, appeals and so on. The present tripartite 
has again placed all these questions on the agenda. We hold that 
unless a clear cut socialist policy of labour is adopted and unless com

pulsory recognition of trade unions, collective bargaining and 
ballot are introduced, no amount of tribunals, boards, and bans on 
this and that will lead to a satisfactory solution.

However, we will give our views on the various proposals 
in a general way,

>;< *
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Para3 .3 of Government Memo:

We endorse the provisions for the ballot in the 
Kerala Industrial Relations Bill.

Para4.3: Since only a committee is to be appointed to once more
discuss the work s committee, nothing need be said. 
The employers do not want the. works committee, nor do 
the Government concerns. We want works committees to 
have more powers and we want them as' elected'committees. 
The works committee, in principle, must so evolve as to 
to be the basis of Socialist Management in the future 
set up. *

Para 5.2: Agreements, negotiated and signed by any union must 
be submitted for ratification, in the first instance, 
to the executive committee of the Union and, in case 
of sharp differences, to the general body of the -union. Where 15% of th^ workers affected by an agreement nego
tiated by a union object to or demand amendment of the 
agreement, which must in all cases be publicised before 
the workers in all suitable ways, the union shall take 
steps to call the general meeting of the workers affected, 
if it is an establishment, and an elected delegates 
meeting or the elected works committees of all the 
establishments in the industry if the agreement covers 
whole industry, to ratify, amend or reject the agreement 
and the union, thereupon, shall carry out the decision 
of such a meeting. In the absence of such ratifications 
the agreements will not be binding on the workers, for 
the mere fact that it has been negotiated and signed 
by the union whether representative or not.

Para 6.2: Arbitration boards may be instituted to which recourse 
may be had, by either party to7 dispute, of their own free 
will. The Government should have no discretion to 
judge/the merits of the case and then grant or withhold 
reference to arbitration.

Para 7.31 We do not want to adopt any “Model Principles” as 
such to predetermine the reference of disputed to adjudi
cation . If the adjudication machinery is to exist, it 
must be available fully and freely to the trade unions. 
The present Veto exercised by the Government on such 
reference and their tampering with the issues framed by 
the workers must be done away with ^he Government are 
known to exercise their veto and powers to the detriment 

of Unionswhom they dislike and to the benefit of employ
ers whom they favour.

Para S.4.: The Labour Appellate Tribunal as such need not be revived 
because that would be no cure to the appeals sent up to 
the Supreme Court unless industrial disputes are banned 
from the purview of the Supreme Court. The element of 
delay and costs also affected the L.A.T. when it existed. 
We would suggest that all High Courts institute an 
Industrial Bench in their jurisdiction in which the Jud
ges should make themselves versed in all questions 
affecting industrial disputes as such, besides common 
law and industrial law.

Para 9.3: The Madras Government proposal be endorsed. All the 
three fears expressed in para 9.2 are groundless.

Para 10.2: If the Central Government acts quickly and takes over the 
disputes to a national tribunal, the difficulty can be 
overcome. But in the absence of such a decision by the 
Central Government, the present power of reference to

local tribunal
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local tribunal should remain.
ON T.U. ORGANISATION

Para 11.41 The AITUC is of the opinion that we have come to 
a stage where unions, in certain sectors of our 
economy, can find enough cadres and leadership to ma
nage all their affairs, provided the union leadership 
is guaranteed protection from the victimisation in any 
form. No union functionary should be dismissed, 
discharged or transferred during his occupancy of 
the union post. Secondly, no dismissed or discharged 
worker shall be considered as an outsider for the 
unions of his industry or trade. Thirdly one fourth 
of his working time shall be available to the 
office-bearer for his trade union work. Only unions 
in an industry like coal mining, plantations and 
Class IV employees are not yet in a position to con
tribute suitable cadres for specialised sides of 
Trade Union work, such as correspondence, drafts of 
agreements, court work etc., for which outsiders are 
required by them. Hence the AITUC is prepared to dis
cuss which industry or trades can even now be urged 
to accept a total elimination of outsiders, if the 
other national trade union centres would agree, and the 
employers and the Government would provide the above 
guarantees.

Para 11.5: Yes; annas four may be made the minimum.
Para 11.6: Registrars’ powers be curtailed even as at present and 

some decentralisation may be done.
Para 11.7: No powers of this type be given.
Para U.S: No power of this type be given.
Para 11.9: The power exists and may be continued.
Para 11.10:Even the suggestion is preposterous.

As the Government is aware and frankly shows it in its memo
randum, all these powers, existing or proposed are against the 
spirit of the freedom of organisation guaranteed under the 
Constitution.

The failure of the Government to ratify the ILO convention 
No.37 on this subject is a serious breach of democratic behaviour 
and the Government’s duties to the Constitution. That the 
Government of India did not consult the Tripartite Conference on 
the question of its refusal to ratify the convention should be 
taken note of by this 'conference. Curtailment of the freedom of 
association even with the concurrence of representative organisa-_ 
tions is impermissible. And this is specially so when the Govern
ment’s criteria to determine the representative character of 
an organisation, is of a partisan type and is worked by itself 
with partiality and extreneous considerations. The latest 
verifications of membership and representative character of 
national trade union organisations carried out by the Government 
Officers is full of instances to prove the above statement. 
Even if verification were true and valid, no organisation has 
the right to c urtail the freedom of association of others and 
the Government has no moral or constitutional justification to 
undertake curtailment of that freedom. It is undemocratic and 
unconstitutional.
(Note: The Government's Memoranda on Industrial Relations were 
published as supplements to Trade Union Record dated May 20 
and July 20, 1959* These supplements are also being circulated 
he re wi th.)



AI TUG WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 
( Delhis August 8-9, 1959 )

CENTRAL COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT

Extracts from Summary Record 
of proceeding's relating to inportant 
recommendations

The first meeting of the Central Committee on Employment was held 
in Delhi on May 25 and 26, 1959, under the chairmanship of the Union 
Labour Minister, Shri Nanda. The Committee consists of representatives 
of Central and State Governments., employers' and workers' central 
organisations as -well as a few Members of Parlianent. Com.S.G.Patkar, MLA, 
represented the AITUC on the Commi ttae .

Shri G.L.Nanda who inaugurated the session said that the Central 
Committee on Employment had been forned to reckon with some special needs 
in relation to the economic and social life of the country. Employment 
was a matter of deep and abiding interest to the members of any community 
and, in our country, the solution of unemployment and under-employment 
which were of a large magnitude was a major task of planning. In this 
direction, the Chairman admitted, the Plans had so far not met with conspi
cuous success. He, therefore, urged that the Committee should, in addition 
to other functions assigned to it, devote the greatest attention to the 
approach to the Third Plan in relation to employment generation. The 
Committee will have to recommend measures in this regard and advise the 
Planning Commission.

The Committee later split up into three sub-committees to deal with 
(a) General Employment Policy (items 1, 2 and 3 of the Agenda), (b) Enployment 
Service (item 4) and (c) Current employment problems (items 5a and 5b).

*

The following is the report of the sub-committee on "General Employment 
Policy":

TJ® Sub-Committee on "General Policy" met under the chairmanship of 
Shri T.Subramaniam, Mysore Labour Minister. The Union Minister for Labour and 
Employment guided the deliberations of the sub-committee in its early stages.

2. The sub-committee considered the first three items on the agenda, 
viz., (1) a general review of the present employment situation, (2) the 
outlook on employment in the Third Plan, and (3) strengthening the sources 
of employment information.

3. The sub-committee underlined the following observations of the 
Union Labour Minister in his opening address:

"I feel that it is incumbent on us to explore unorthodox ways of 
enlarging the scope of productive employment in the country for the 
many who cannot be absorbed in the normal pattern of employment oppor
tunities created through plan investments and the regular agency of the 
market. There are enough tasks of economic utility to be performed and 
plenty of natural resources remaining to be utilised for this purpose ............

"Today, the rural boys and girls who get. education in towns are 
practically lost to the rural areas as these areas do not have modern 
amenities and attractions for the educated youths. The consequence is that 
the rural areas are deprived of that stimulus and leadership which the 
presence of educated persons in the village community can provide. We are 
apt to lose sight of the fact that the tasks of economic development in 
rural areas and the nobilisation of efforts there, on the requisite scale, 
calls for the service of a much larger proportion of educated persons than 
are available now. But to bring this about, organised effort on new lines 
is called for."

. . . A summary of the conclusions
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(See 
page k 
re . 
amend
ment .)

A summary of the conclusions reached is given below:

4.1 While the various development projects under the plan have created 
emp oymen and raised income levels all round, there were large sections of 
he people who were hardly affected by the projects that are being

implemented. One of the aims should be to pay special attention to 
ameliorate the conditions of such persons. Any scheme of giving doles to 
unemployed, is no effective solution of the problem of unemployment. The 
solution lies in the direction of a more rapid pace of development.

4.2 The extent of employment opportunities that can be provided under 
the Third Plan will depend on the size and pattern of investment. The 
experience in regard to employment generation in various sectors of the 
economy vis-a-vis investment actually undertaken during the Second Plan 
period will provide guidance in determining the size and the structure 
of the Third Five Year Plan.

4.3 Where alternative techniques are available for a particular line of 
production,. the one that provides maximum employment opportunities should be 
chosen. This, however, is subject to local and regional factors.
(Action: Planning Commission).

5.1 The dearth of statistics and information regarding the creation of employ
ment opportunities and the unemployment position was noted. It was consi
dered that the Central and State Governments should give priority to the 
collection of such information. The current programme of employment market 
information should be strengthened. (Action: DG R&E)

5.2 It was noted that son© studies were already in progress regarding the 
indirect employment effects of investments. Similar studies should be under
taken for other sectors of the economy. (Action: Ministry of Lab.& Empt,)

6.1 It was noted that the supply of trained craftsmen and other ski 11 sd 
technicians was not adequate to meet the requirements. There was need to 
train craftsmen and production process worfers in large numbers so that 
as industrialisation progressed, there would be an adequate supply of the 
right type of skilled personnel. For this purpose, apprentice training 
schemes should be organised on sound lines, by resorting to legislation 
if necessary. (Action: DG R&E).

6.2 A procedure should be evolved for diverting young persons in schools 
into technical training institutions in accordance with their aptitudes. 
Extensive vocational guidance programmes should be undertaken for this purpose. 
(Action: DG R&E)

7.1 Emphasis should be given to the creation of employment opportunities 
in rural areas. One method suggested was to encourage the location of new 
factories in rural areas. For this purpose, it will be essential that rural 
areas be supplied with the necessary overheads, such as power, transport 
facilities, etc., at reasonable cost. (Action: Ministry of Commerce & Industry) .

7.2 The importance of a strong agricultural base in planning was emphasised. 
With improvement in techniques and better organisation, agriculture could provide 
fuller employment for a somewhat larger number of persons. (Action: Planning Com.)

7.3 Both from the angle of increased industrial production as well as 
employment, it is important to develop rural industrial estates. (Action: 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry) .

8.1 Another source of employment which could be developed is small-scale
and cottage industries. This should be planned on a regional basis. Properly 
organised, they would be able to meet the requirements of consumer goods and 
provide increasing employment. In organising these industries, we should
also aim at developing them as feeders to large-scale industries. (Action: C&I Min.)

8.2 In the field of small-scale industries, the main problems are the 
provision of (a) Credit and (b) Organisation. While noting the work done by 
the Smai1 Scale Industries Board in this regard, it was considered necessary that
Panchayats and other local bodies should be given greater responsibilities, 
(Action. Min. of C&I) on x x •9. Construction programmes
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9. . Construction programmes generated large-scale employment for a limited 
period but only a small fraction of it was of a permanent character. In 
considering priorities in terms of employment, therefore, this limitation 
of construction as an employment generator should be kept in mind. (Action: 
Planning Commission).

The Report of the Sub-Committee on Current Employment Problems 
is the following;

The sub-committee considered the following two items of the Agenda: 
Item 5(a): Workers rendered surplus from projects nearing completion; and 
Item 5(b) : Employment of workers in manufacturing and other establishments 
threatened with closures:

Item 5(a); The sub-committee discussed and approved of the existing 
arrangements and procedure followed by the Central Coordinating Unit, in the 
Ministry of Labour and Employment, for deployment of large number of workers 
thrown out of employment from construction projects nearing completion. 
As the Unit is doing useful work and the problem is likely to continue, 
it recommended that the Unit should continue its work on regular basis. 
It was, however, felt that the work of the Central Unit will be facilitated 
only when the State Coordinating Units, which have by now been set up in 
all States in pursuance of the recommendations of the National Development 
Council, function effectively and supply advance information to the 
Central Unit about the number and categories of workers to be rendered 
surplus and avenues of employment in the States. The Central Unit will get 
in touch with different State Units, which in turn will consider the extent 
of local absorption. Though there will be no obligation on the State 
Coordinating Units with regard to the number of persons to be absorbed in a 
State or with regard to priorities to be given to surplus workers vis-a-vis 
the local unemployed personnel, every effort will be made by them to help 
the Central Unit to solve the problem by as much local absorption as possible. 
The sub-committee suggested that the State Units while reporting likely 
retrenchment to the Central Unit should simultaneously initiate action to 
get the surplus workers absorbed locally to the extent possible. Questions 
regarding wages and seniority of surplus workers absorbed in alternative 
employment vis-a-vis the existing employees will be settled individually by 
the employers and the workers concerned; ordinarily, seniority of the existing 
employees will not be disturbed . It was also felt that the Central and 
State Coordinating Units should so organise themselves as to be able to 
collect advance information on likely retrenchment of workers and suggest 
suitable phasing or other measures to avoid large-scale displacement at a 
time. (Action: DG R&E)

Item 5(b) : Realising the gravity of the situation caused as a result of 
closure of units in textile and other industries, the sub-committee recommended 
that the problem, which has direct bearing on the level of employment and . 
unemployment in the country, should be dealt with cn a regular basis in 
collaboration with all concerned. There are two aspects of the problem: 
(a) avoiding closures and retrenchments of workers by taking suitable measures, 
and (b) providing alternative employment to workers rendered unemployed due 
to closure of units which are uneconomic and cannot be run or rehabilitated.

Insofar as the second aspect of the problem is concerned, i.e., where 
units are uneconomic and cannot be revived at all, the sub-committee recommended 
that the Central and State Coordinating Units should take suitable measures, 
as they are doing in the case of workers thrown out of employment in 
construction projects nearing completion, to find alternative employment, 
as far as possible, to workers rendered unemployed due to closure of these units. 
In order to improve the employability of such persons, suitable facilities for 
training and vocational guidance may be provided. (Action: DG R&E)

2. For avoiding closures and consepuential retrenchment, the sub—committee 
made the following recommendations:

(i) It was necessary for Government to get advance notice about the likely 
closure of a unit and as decided at the Sixteenth Session of the Indian Labour

. . . . Conference, three months
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f^n^MrenCej ^^ree months notice should be given in advance of closure by 
the Management to Central/State Governments. (Action: Miii. of L&E) .

(ii) The requests of State Governments for investigation of units 
under the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act may, as far as 
possible, be met. (Action: Mln. of L&E)

(iii) Where, on investigation, it is found that the unit was closed 
due either to lack of finances, mismanagement, etc., and can be run economically, 
efforts should be made to revive and run it. The question as to who should 
run such a Unit - whether the State Government, or an independent Corporation 
or any other agency - should be examined. (Action: Min. of L&E)

(iv) The question of obtaining necessary finances to meet the require
ments of (a) working capital (b) capital investments and (c) to cover losses, 
of the concerns taken over, either from the State Government or from a 
Special Fund to be created for this purpose, should be examined.
(Action: Mln. of L&E).

(v) When a concern has to be taken over and for this purpose, some 
readjustment in the basis of remuneration of workers becomes inescapable, 
this may be considered in consultation with the concerned workers so that 
the units start working and losses are avoided, as far. as possible.
(Action: Min. of L&E). (Refer amendment on page 5, last para)

(vi) The desirability of expanding the Schedule to the Industries 
(Development and Regulation) Act so as to include other industries may be 
examined. (Action: Min. of L&E).

(vii) The right of Central/State Governments to intervene in all liquida
tion proceedings with a view to safeguarding production and employment may be 
examined. (Action: Min. of L&E).

(viii) In winding up proceedings, a wider view of maintenance of produc
tion and safeguarding of employnent situation in the overall interest of the 
country should be taken. (Action: Ministry of L&E)

(ix) When a concern is taken over under the Industries (Development and 
Regulation) Act, the liquidation proceedings may be allowed to be initiated 
and continued, if Government so desires. For this purpose, any modification 
of the Act, if necessary, may be considered. (Action: Mln. of L&E)

The above two reports of the sub-committees were considered by the 
Central Committee on 26th May, 1959. The official Summary Record of proceedings 
states:

"Shri T.Subramanyan, Labour Minister, Mysore, who was the Chairman 
of this (Sub-Committee on General Employment Policy) sub-committee, introduced 
the report. There was some discussion regarding the reference in para 4.1 
of the conclusions of the sub-committee to the question of unemployment doles. 
The sub-committee was of opinion that giving doles to unemployed persons 
in the present economic set up of the country was not a practical proposition. 
Shri Vankataraman, Labour Minister, Madras, however, felt.that there should 
be no prohibition for a State Government to give some relief to unemployed 
persons if it could do so . He said that even providing relief work on road 
construction, etc., might, in the ultimate analysis, amount to giving a dole. 
There was a general discussion and the consensus of opinion was that it would 
be more desirable to provide jobs to the unemployed than to keep them on doles. 
The Committee therefore adopted the following amendment to the concluding 
portion of para 4.1J

’’Any scheme of giving doles to the unemployed is no effective solution 
of the problem of unemployment. The solution lies in the direction of a 
more rapid pace of development ."

"Dr N Das representing the Employers' Federation of India, objected to 
the recommendation for legislation on apprenticeship training as proposed in 
nara 6 1 of the report . He said that his Federation was opposed to legislation 
being resorted to^for this purpose. Shri Qadir, DG R&E,pointed out that this 

.... matter was examined
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matter was examined by a special committee appointed by the Snail Scale 
industries Board.which recommended legislation for compelling the employers 

o rain apprentices. The National Council for Vocational Trades had also
recommended legislation in this respect."

The Central Committee discussing the report of the Sub-Coirmittee 
on Current Employment Problems" rioted: (extracts from Summary Record)

"Sh£i R•Venkataraman, Labour Minister, Madras, who was the Chairman of 
^he ub-Comroittee, presented its report. Shri Shantilal Shah, Labour Minister, 
Bombay, while expressing disagreement with the recommendation that three 
months' advance notice of impending closure should be given to Government, 
stated that no management would like to inform the Government or workers 
three months in advance about their intention to close, or about their 
financial difficulties. The stipulation of three months' advance notice 
would do considerable harm to the credit-worthiness of a firm and might 
even precipitate its closure. He felt, the ref ore, that only one month’s 
advance notice be called for. Dr.N.Das of the Employers Federation of 
India and Shri S.D.Patil, M.P., also associated themselves with these views.

"Shri Venkataraman, Labour Minister, Madras, on the other hand, felt 
that three months' advance notice was absolutely necessary as otherwise the 
Government would not have adequate time to arrange for alternative employment, 
re-training and other facilities for workers likely to be retrenched.
Shri Amarnath Vidyalankar, Labour Minister, Punjab, and Shri Bahuguna, 
Deputy Minister of Industries and Labour, Uttar Pradesh, while agreeing 
with Shri Venkataraman, drew the attention of the Committee to the decisions 
already taken by the Indian Labour Conference on the subject, and, therefore, 
considered it unnecessary to reopen the subject, Shri Patkar of the AITUC 
also expressed the same view.

"After a brief discussion it was decided that since the Indian Labour 
Conference had decided that three months' advance notice should be given, 
this recommendation of the sub-committee should be accepted.

"Dr. N. Das of the Employers’ Federation of India then referred to the 
recommendation of the sub-committee regarding the creation of a Special Fund 
for providing finances to help the units that are taken over to revive and 
said that his Federation was against the idea of creating such a Fund through 
the levy of a cess. If such a cess were levied, he argued, it would amount 
in effect to penalising the more efficient and progressive units for the faults 
of the less efficient ones in the industry. He, however, had no objection 
to the question being examined and placed for further consideration before 
the next meeting of the Committee. Shri Shantilal Shah was also of the sane view.

"Shri Venkataraman, Labour Minister, Madras and Shri Vidyalankar, 
Labour Minister, Punjab, were however of the view that a Special Fund for the 
purpose of providing working capital and capital investment was essential 
if employment was to be provided to workers thereatened with retrenchment 
as a result of closures of units. The consensus of opinion was that even 
if the creation of Fund he ant a strain on more efficient units, it should 
not be grudged as the prices of the product are determined largely with 
reference to the cost of production of the marginal units and this itself 
meant an advantage to efficient units. After a general discussion, it was 
agreed that the question of creating a Special Fund for the purpose of rehabi
litating weaker units should be examined in all its aspects, viz., its 
need, desirability, practicability, etc. and a note on the subject placed 
before the Committee at its next meeting. (Action: Ministry of L&E)

"Referring to the recommendation (v) of the sub-committee on the payment 
of appropriate wages to workers, Shri Patkar of the AITUC said that it would 
not be possible for workers to accept this recommendation as it was worded, for, 
it would inply that whenever a concern was taken over by Government, there would 
have to be a cut in the wages. The Chairman and other members also felt that 
the re commendation did not give the desired impression as the idea was that 
a cut in wages should be effected only as a last resort when it was not possible 
to avoid losses and that too, after consultation with the workers concerned. 
After discussion, it was agreed that the recommendation (v) may be amended.

. ... On other recommendations
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On other recommendations of the sub-committee, a general discussion 
was held.... n

P^ing the general discussion, the Chairman, Shri Nanda, said 
a e members.of the Committee had done a good job of work in indicating 

directions in which further studies should be made and action taken.
In order that results may be achieved, it would be advantageous to work 
m Committees or Study (Troups.

The Chairman suggested that two Study Groups may be formed; the first 
to examine the.employment aspects of planning in general and the second to 
study, in particular, the employment opportunities in the village industries 
sector.. The latter Study Group would deal with problems of creating 
productive employment in rural areas through what the Chairman described 
as 'unorthodox' ways. It was proposed that the two Study Groups should 
be constituted as follows:

I. STUDY GROUP ON EMPLOYMENT PLANNING - Shri Shantilal Shah, Shri 
T. ubramanyam, Shri R.Venkataraman, Shri Amarnath Vidyalankar, Shri H.Bahu- 
guna, Shri D.C.Sharma, Shri P.B.Advani, Shri N.Das, Shri S.G.Patkar and 
Shri B.Dutta.

II. STUDY GROUP ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN VILLAGE INDUSTRIES 
SECTOR - Shri Shantilal Shah, Shri R.M.Dave, Shri S.D.Patil, Shri Jhaverbhai 
Patel, Shri Nirmal Kumar Sen, Dr.K.N.Raj, Shri T.M.Sheth.

The Study Groups would also have powers to co-opt experts and 
representatives from Central Ministries.

^Hi

lt was tentatively agreed that the next meeting of the Committee may 
be held some time in October, 1959.



AITUC WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 
(Delhi, August 8-9, 1959)

AN ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL AWARDS
ON '

BONUS
(The following analysis was made by the 
Labour & Employment Division of the 
Planning Commission and circulated to 
members of the Steering Group on Wages.)

The Labour Appellate Tribunal in the case of a dispute 
between the Mill Owners Association Bombay and the Rashtryia 
Mil Mazdoor Sangh Bombay (L.L.J.2 - 1950-' page 1247) laid down, 
for the first time, comprehensive principles regarding award 
of bonus to workers. These principles designated as ’Full Bench 
formula’ have been further elaborated in a number of subsequent 
awards given.by the same tribunal in its different sittings. 

The. study of industrial awards made by adjudicators for the 
period the Labour Appellate Tribunal continued to function, 
indicates that the principles enunciated by it were more or 
less uniformly followed by lower tribunals as well as higher 
courts. The purpose of this note is to examine whether there 
have been any substantial departures on the part of judiciary 
from the principles laid down by the Labour Appellate Tribunal 
since the time the latter was abolished.

2. Any comparison of the broad principles followed by adju
dicators since the abolition of the L.A.T. in 1956, demands 
first of all restatement of the principles laid down by the 
said tribunal. These principles are as under :-

(a) Bonus is a cash payment made to employees in addition 
to their wages. It differs from wages in that it does 
not rest on contract but payments for bonus are made 
because legally due but which parties do not contemplate 

to continue indefinitely;
(b) where industry has capacity to pay and has been so establi

shed that its capacity to pay may'be counted upon con
tinuously, payment of 'living wage' is desirable but 
where industry has not that capacity or its capacity 
varies . or is expected to vary from year to year so that 
the industry cannot afford to pay 'living wage’, bonus 
must be looked upon as a temporary satisfaction wholly 
or in partof the needs of the employees';

(c) both capital and labour contribute to the earnings of an 
industrial concern and it is fair that labour should 
derive some benefit when there is surplus left after 
meeting prior necessary charges;

(d) as regards prior charges it was laid down that the 
first charge on goss profits should, therefore, be the 
amount of money that would be necessary, for rehabilita
tion, replacement and modernization of machinery and cor
poration taxes to be paid to the exchequer. As deprecia
tion allowed by income-tax authorities is only a percen
tage of the written down value, the fund set apart_fo£ot 
depreciation and designated under that head would/be 
sufficient for the purpose. An extra amount would have 
to be set apart under the heading of 'Reserves’ to make

pap that deficit......
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up that deficit. Further as initial and additional 
depreciations are allowed by authorities with a specific 
purpose.of helping the industry, these cannot be inclu
ded as items under prior charges particularly if these 
tend to diminish unduly the gross profits and thus 
jeopardise the chances of granting bonus to labour. The 
general rule, therefore, should be that only normal 
depreciation has to be allowed as an item of necessary 
expenditure for determining the balance left for awarding 
bonus to workers;

(e) As regards returns on invested capital, it was laid down 
that interest at the rate of 6 per cent should be consi- 
dered to be a fair return on paid-up capital and some
what lesser return on working capital. In a number of 
subsequent awards made by the same tribunal 4 per cent 
on working capital was allowed;

(f) The claim of the employees for bonus would arise only 
if there should be a residue left after making provision 
for. (a) prior charges; (b) a fair return on paid up 
capital; and (c) a fair return on reserves employed as 
working capital; and

(g) As regards quantum of bonus, it was laid down that it 
would essentially depend upon the relative prosperity of 
the concern during the year under review; that prosperity 
may be best reflected in the amount of residuary surplus; 
the level of labour’s existing wages is also a considera
tion of importance. Further there cannot be any 
rigidity about these principles; for instance, no scheme 
of allocation of bonus could be complete if the amount 
out of which bonus is paid is unrelated to employees 
efforts and so on.

3. An analysis of industrial awards of tribunals inclusive of 
those given by High Courts and Supreme Court since the abolition 
of the L.A.T., indicates that the disputed points which have been 
adjudicated upon, could generally be termed as ’matters of detail’ 
rather than ’principles'. There is no doubt that judgments have 
been reported which have sometimes reversed the previous decisions 
of the L.A.T. or the principles have been so interpreted as sound 
a note of conservatism resulting in narrowing down the benefits 
awarded to workers in the matter of granting bonus but an objective 
evaluation of awards as a whole does indicate that the tribunals 
have kept themselves more or less within the broad principles 
laid down by the L.A.T. In fact as will be seen from Appendix 
’A’ the number of principles which have been adhered to are far 
greater than cases where departures have been noticed. The awards 
which form the basis.for our above mentioned observations are 
those which have been reported in various issues of the Labour 
Law Journal and Labour Gazettes. These are discussed below.
These awards have been grouped in two parts; first part deals 
with cases in which the generally accepted rules have either come 
to be reversed or some conservative opinions expressed in inter
preting them and the second part relates to cases in which princi
ples laid down by the L.A.T'., have either been closely followed 
or have even been liberally interpreted than before. Part III 
brings out the main principles energing out of the awards 
studied.
4. Before Supreme Court of India: Between Baroda Municipality 
and their workmen (LLJ - 1 page 9 - 1957) • This case relates to 
an appeal filed by the Baroda Municipality against an award of 
the L.A.T. which allowed bonus to workers of Electricity 
Department which had made profits during the year of dispute. 
The L.A.T. held in this case that the Electricity Department was

a profit making ......
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it was a tradi concern; the concern was run separately and as 
earnings deriwdc°ncern frcm its very nature, the balance of 
pecuniarv gain p-h ^2™ 12 after allowing for all out-goings was 
nature of 12 ma^e no material difference to the actual
then in na qo " fuin w^ether it was called surplus or profit. Fur- 
such a claim for Sranting of bonus were present,

tn \on behalf of workers could not be ignored. As
aHermate bonus to workers of one department only when

t a m was available to meet the demand of all work-
• . ’ o *2^ ’ • °bsonved that in case profits'were found to be adequate 

• missible to treat profit-making department as a separate
uniu unless there was some nexus between the profit-making 
d partment and other departments. These points were considered 
a _ _ _ « i j• 7. . w- i i c h reversed the decision of the L.A.T.
cco dmg uo the Supreme Court, Electricity Department could 

neitner be considered as a separate department nor a trading 
concern as.understood in the ordinary sense of the term. Pro
perty . and income of the Electricity Department belonged to the 
unicipa.lity as a whole and could not be utilised for purposes 

other than mentioned in the Municipal Act. It was held, therefore, 
that under these circumstances, there was no case for bonus 
being awarded to workers of the Electricity Department.

5. Before Industrial Tribunal Madras: Standard Vaccum Employees 
Union.and Standard Vaccum Oil Co. Ltd. (LLJ-1 p.165 - 1957) 
In spite of fairly huge surplus available for determining the 
amount^of bonus to be awarded to workers, the Tribunal awarded 
only 3s months' basic wages as bonus on the plea that (a) there 
has been recently narrowing of the gap between existing wages 
and living wages in the concern and (b) care has to be taken 
to see that bonus which is given is not so excessive as to create 
fresh problems in the vicinity. This decision represents in our 
view undue rigid interpretation of the theory of creating fresh 
problems and bonus meant only for partly bridging the gap bet
ween existing wages and the living wages.

6. Before the Supreme Court of India: Burn & Co. Ltd., and their 
Employees (LLJ-1 page 226 - 1957) . This case relates to an appeal 
filed against the decision of the L.A.T. which had awarded 
bonus to workers involved in this dispute. The L.A.T. while 
awarding bonus to worker^had stated that no doubt in this case 
profits were not sufficient for awarding bonus to all workers 
but as other workers had hot demanded it, members of the union 
claiming bonus should be awarded the same. The Supreme Court 
rejecting the above decision of the L.A.T. held that in law, 
claim for bonus will be admissible only if there are sufficient 
profits which mean sufficient for paying bonus to all workers.

7. Before the High Court of Adjudicature, Madras: Between 
Mysore City Hotels’ Association and LAT and other (LLJ-1 page 
2^2 - 1957) . A claim for bonus had been made 17 months after 
the year had ended and after the profits of the partnership for 
that year had been ascertained and distributed. The LAT in 
its award conceded the demand for bonus on the plea that although 
the claim was belated, ignorance and lack of organisation among 
workers were sufficient reasons to condone the principle of 
belatedness. It was this decision which was appealed against 
before the High Court which rejected the findings of the Tri
bunal on the ground that, a belated claim could.not be conceded . 
no matter whether labour was or was not conscious of its 
rights at the appropriate time.

reason given

B Before Labour Court, Madras: Basic Foundry Madras and its 
workmen ?LLJ-1 1957) • This is one °f the cases in whlch courts 
have Allowed a higher return on paid-up capital than allowed by 

LAT inits 'Full Bench Formula'. The specific reason given 
the tSbmal in awarding 9 per cent interest on paid up 

capital was that the concern was a proprietory one m which

Profits of the ............
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highe^return^ P&St ye&rs have been ploughed back justifying a

9. Before Industrial Tribunal Madras: Tea & Coffee Workers’ 
Uni°n and others and Brook Bond India Private Ltd. (LLJ 1 page 
JL tribunal rejected the claim for bonus on the
£ ,t the balance left was not sufficient for awarding
bonus to all workers.

^e^r^m^he High Court Calcutta: National Carbon Co. India 
Ltd. and LAI and others (LLJ 1 page 472 - 1958). This case again 
relates to an appeal filed against the decision of the LAT. The 

of case are that at the time of hearing before the
LAlf the company refused to produce the necessary documents like 
balance-sheets for ascertaining the amount of surplus available 
1 or granting bonus to workers. The LAT took the view that the only 
legal inference which could be drawn from company’s non-production 
of documents was that in case these are made available, these 
will disclose sufficient surplus for awarding bonus to workers. 
On this basis, the L.A.T. conceded in full the workers’ demand 
for bonus amounting to six months basic wages. The High Court 
rejected the findings of the lower tribunal on the plea that in 
order, to award bonus, it was necessary first to ascertain gross 
profits and surplus available after meeting prior charges. It 

further stated that the claim for bonus could be granted only on 
a legal basis and computed in a particular manner. As regards 

quantum of bonus awarded, it was stated that the lower tribunal 
had not taken into consideration the adverse effects of granting 
six months’ bonus on other industries in the same area. Under 
the circumstances, the decision of the LAT was completely rever
sed and the demand for bonus rejected.

11. Before the Supreme Court of India: The Assam Co. Ltd., 
and its workmen (LLJ1 page 770 - 1958) • The disputed point 
which came for adjudication in this case was the amount of return 
to be allowed on paid-up capital and working capital. The Supreme 
Court allowed 7 per cent on paid-up capital and 5 per cent on 
reserves used as working capital against the accepted returns of

6 per cent and 4 per cent respectively on theplea that an indus
try connected with agriculture like the tea industry had to face 
additional risks such as weather, pests and general deterioration 

of the soil, necessitating thereby a higher return on investment 
as compared with other industries.

12 Before the Supreme Court of India: Mathura Das and others 
and LAT (LLJ 1 -II page 265 - 1958). This case, relates to an 
appeal filed against the decision of the LAT which had awarded 
bonus to workers • The facts of the case were that there was an 
agreement entered into between Government and the appellants, 

the former allowing an incentive bonus of four annas.per ton to 
the latter on certain conditions of the contract being fulfilled. 
Thp woukerc employed by the appellants claimed a share of incen- Uve bonSs^lS employers received from the Government. The 
tribunal which heard the case came to the conclusion that. although 
there was no legal stipulation in the agreement that the incentive 
bonus either whole or in part was meant to be passed on to labour ta? LtSng inTX all the circumstances, social justice deman- 

to 50 per cent of the incentive bonus whicn employers ^received^from Ite Government as additional remuneration should be 
distributedbetween workers because without their cooperation no 
a1striouueo arisen. The Supreme Court rejected theaboveCfindlngs of tte tribal on thf ground that neither it

a Xf the contract nor it «s awarded on the basis 
of available surplus profits of the concern.

II

13. Before the Industrial Tribunal Bombay: Vakil & Sons and

their workmen
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their, workmen (LLJ 1 116 tu
related to the nature"a/ " .9?7' • The Point in dispute
at the surplus available f•to allowed before arriving be granted to i ? ?raf“e the amount of bonus t0
depreciation in accordant*6 allowed full statutory
as given in the c ylth the decision of the L.A.T.
State and Deccan Co ?LLJ°TTI'!en ln e??°an Su8?r c° • Ltd-> Madras 
stated that the usSh amLS JT 567.' 1952) in whlch U *s 
Income-tax authorities wa- ndeBr^Ciatlon as allowed by
As regards ini-Hsi 3 wa° be deducted as a prior charge,the dfcision of the LA?SCiaS°n’ the trib^al again followed 
and their workLnth® case of Dalmia C®nt Co • Ltd-
in this 451 - 1952). The LAT had decided

allowed Is 11 initial depreciation could not be
availableSf or b? ca^se adverse effect on the surplus
available for determining bonus for workers.

14. Before the Industrial Court Madras: Standard Vacuum Oil 
bonus awarded ” 1957). On the question as to whether

nor' tefms wages should also include over-time
it was held that the full bench decision

Min the GreevCg Cotton Co. case (LLJ 2 page 135 
1954J did not seem to include it on principle. The tribunal's 
view, therefore, was that the prevalent practice of excluding 
overtime allowance should be followed as such a course was 
undoubtedly just, equitable and proper. The tribunal accor
dingly awarded .bonus equivalent to 3s months basic 
principle of linking bonus to basic wages only, is 
with the LAT’s decisions given on this subject in a 
awards.

wages. Tlhe
in accord 
number of

15. 
Ltd

& Co.Before Industrial Tribunal, West Bengal: Burn 
and their Workmen (LLJ 1 page 401 - 1957). The dis

puted point which came up for adjudication related to the retu
rn to be allowed on paid-up capital. The tribunal expressed 
the view that 6 per cent return on paid-up capital as laid 
down by LAT was fair and therefore , there was no reason why 
a departure should be made in this case. In addition, the 
tribunal also allowed similar return on bonus shares.

16. Before the Industrial Court Bonbay: B.E.S.T. Workers' 
Union and Bombay Suburban Electric Supply Company (LLJ 2 - 
page 112 - 1957) . The tribunal rejected the claim for deduct
ing initial and additional depreciation as items of prior 

charges f oi/e s tima ti ng the surplus available for grant of 
bonus to workers.

17. Before Industrial Tribunal Ernakulam: Cannanore Spinning 
& Weaving Mills Ltd. and its Workmen (LLJ 2 page 190 - 1957). 
This is an important case in which the Industrial tribunal seems 
to have rather liberally interpreted the principles,laid down 
by the LAT. The tribunal observed that the LA1 in its Full 
Bench ’ decision had applied 2.7 as multiplier to the cost of 
machinery because in that case, practically the whole of the 
machinery employed which required repla cementin _futurqhad 
been purchased before the commence-me nt of the World War II. 
As such, use of the same multiplier could not be justified in 

the case of purchases made long after the war. In the cir
cumstances, a much lower multiplier could be allowed as in the 
present case. The tribunal further observed that even a 
mere calculation statement on the basis of a lower multiplier 
could not be accepted unless legally£stablished and for this, 
the burden of proof lies on mangement. A& regards the amount 
of return to allowed on forking, capital the tribunal while 
following the general principles laid down by the LaT in the 
case of Beardsei and Co. Ltd W4nr whrh return is
that it must be proved that the amount for ™turn is 
claimed was actually used m or about the business and .Iso 
the oeriocUfor which it was so used and where .he company

failed to
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Accortins to X L-b ? lm f°r return be negatived, 
adduce adequate evident ln this case c°uld not
Applying these LI and hence ™ return was allowed, 
basic wages as bonus to workers j allowed 3z months' 

18.
Ltd. and° their ^Wnrkm^ ?FFbunad Madras: Soundararaja Mills 
the tribuna L h P^ge i28 - 1957). In tKis case
same industry in the bonus paid by other units in the
tion in fixiL area should he taken into considera-
emHd Lt b to be paid in a particular unit, but it
tribunal^ tLJtfSn aS u decidin§ factor,. According to this 

b^ah therefore, when the available surplus for the year 
tLkLnLL very large and where the wage of the
workmen was moderate, bonus equivalent to six months’ basic 
wages was considered to be reasonable and proper.

19. Industrial Tribunal Bombay: Imperial Chemical Industries 
Private Ltd. Bombay and its Workmen (LLJ II page 331 - 1957).

.e bra?uFab held that, the prevailing tendency of time empha
sises tnat industrialists and investors should be contented 
with, a moderate return on capital as long as workmenare not 
getting a living wage. In the circumstances, the tribunal held 
that o per cent return on paid-up capital and 4 per cent on 
working capital were reasonable and just.

20. Industrial Tribunal Madras: Gorden Co. and their workmen(LLJ 
2. page 604 - 1957) . The tribunal held that only normal depre
ciation and not the initial and additional depreciation should 
rank as prior charges in applying the ’Full Bench Formula’.

21. Industrial Tribunal Ernakulam: Piercelesle & Mercantile 
Employees’ Association (LLJ 1 page 628 - 1958) . The tribunal 
held in this case that the amount to deallocated for rehabili
tation and modernization is a question of fact depending upon 
proof in each case . The tribunal allowed the usual return of 
6 per cent on paid-up capital and 4 per cent on working capital. 
As surplus left after deducting all prior charges was found to 
be fairly large, the tribunal awarded 8 months’ basic wages as 
bonus.

22. Before the Supreme Court of India: Shri Meenakashi Mills 
Ltd. and their workmen(LLJ 1 page 239 - 1958). In this case the
Supreme Court followed the principles laid down by the LAT - ini
tial and additional depreciation as prior charges for determining 
the surplus available for granting bonus to workers was disallowed.

23. Labour Court Madras: Press Labour Union and Hindi Parchar 
Press (LLJ 2 page 358 - 1958). The tribunal held in this case 
that even in respect of charitable institutions like the above 
mentioned undertaking, if all the conditions for the grant .

of bonus are present, workers will be entitled to the same both 
legally as well as on ethical grounds because charity must 

begin at home.
24. Before Industrial Tribunal Bombay: Britiania Biscuit Co. 
and its workmen(LLJ 2 page 371 - 1958) . The tribunal held that 
it was always open to adjudicators to. reduce the allocation for 

rehabilitation, replacement and modernization if the estimated 
costs far exceed the amount that should be reasonably provided.

25. Before Industrial Court Hyderabad: D .B ,R. Mills and their 
workmen(LLJ 2 page 507 - 1958). The tribunal allowed only 
normal depreciation as a prior charge on gross profits. Further, 
according to the tribunal’s view when employer could not prove 
the costSof the machinery or of the construction of buildings, 
full rlelm fL rehabilitation could not be allowed. Under the 
full claim tor reasonable amount for rehabilitation forcircumstances, only a reason -j-j

both buildings and machinery could be provided.
Before Industrial............
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26. Before Industrial Tribunal
Employees' Union, Mettur and Sh Madras: National Textile 
(Indian Labour Gazette). The Industries:
the available surplus for the hald that in estimating
be paid to workers, an undulv H TY dete™ining bonus t? 
dividends declared durin? thl ™h-dlvldend tax to be paid on 
year of dispute, cannot be all? vious year but due during the 
charges. Only that much Imoui? X S pasa As one of the prior 
taxes on the dividend declared a^uld be needed to pay 
be allowed. This is in li n<^ tbe year of dispute could
by the Labour Appellate Tribal \?he Seneral Policy laid down 

should be determined on“the baS?1 to time that bonus
the concern during the year of dis put? only! °f workln8'of 

proprietory or partner shinfZL1 ~ Tke Court beld that in a 
way of allowingPa pcrtionPof°?bern’ added consideration by 
the proprietor8hasPS be teft ^n retalned bV
available surplus for granting bonus to^rk^s!"11”1"8

of'adjudicatorsE>have'1besndaZniln bhe course of various awards 
requires to bl mariZ t^ en analysed above. A reference also 
balance left with io. Quantum of bonus awarded and theevS bj thr-CouZta are no pSld principles
The amount of boi = ? “ Tt the requirements of all cases, 
each clZe ThZ Zbt ^Sd lnvariaW depended on the facts of 
raX mltb^ 1Z ITT ST tre“? whi?h was observed in such

s s was that the available surplus after deducting all nrior manageLntLndVfaboi.r/ A ratio °f ^40 be?X 
m nagement and labour. In case there was some surplus left SnuffZr ST Td to ^yns^iclent to meet X^Sanffor 
bonus for all workers, th/demand for bonus was generally rejected.

Ill

29. The general principles which emerge from an analysis of 
industrial awards cited above can now be summed up as follows:-

(i) The original as well as the appellate courts have, 
more or less, continued to follow th^principles 
enunciated by the Labour Appellate Tribunal' in its 
’Full Bench' decision as well as rulings given in its 
divisional sittings.

(ii) Judgements have been reported which are sometimes contrary 
to the decisions of the Labour Appellate Tribunal’ or have 
resulted in narrowing down the benefit accruing to workers. 
Closer scrutiny of these judgements, however, indicates 
that divergence of opinion is round ’matters of detail' 
rather than 'principles’.

(iii) The demand for bonus is generally disallowed unless profits 
for a particular year are adequate for payment of bonus to 
all workers. In case these are found to be inadequate, 
courts have generally held that neither law nor equity 
demands that bonus should be paid to workers.

(iv) The claim for bonus cannot be recognised on any arbitrary 
ground- it has a legal basis and has to be computed 
according to accepted legal procedure. The claim for 
bonus fails where" the legal_ j)roj3jiW calculating the
aiMilable surplus has not/followed.

(v) The onus proving that thereis a surplus left for granting 
bonus lies on workers.

(vi) In the matter of reserves courts have generally seen that 
only reasonable amounts are provided and not necessarily 
those amounts which are indicated by management.

The amount



(vii) THg amount of* diviHphh n
bonus shares is of nn „n^cbared on Paid-up capital and
of return are allowed on 30 long as accePted rates
the available sumln r these investments while calculating to be paidX . ermlnlns the amount °f bonus

(viii) A return of 6% on mi a • 4. ->are to be nornpin.A ^"^5 caPltal and 4% on working capital 
Ptries which are nf c?nsid®red as adequate except in indus- 

in conerns where profits for like plantations orwith a viewX XlnJi ± E S- years ^ve been PlouShed back 
which have bSn S? d g- business. The maximum returns 
on been allowea in such cases range from 6 to 9%
respect of and.b to on working capital. In
on submission caPltal> courts also generally insist 
amounts so/^ph h ade3uate proof not only regarding the 
«re Io 31S° the Perl0d for fSnds

(ix) ®ad debts which have accumulated during past years or reser- 
r $ owar s gratuity fund have been allowed as prior charges 
ton °f dete lining available surplus left
for payment of bonus to workers. In respect of amounts 
earmarked towards gratuity fund, however, courts have 
generally held that only reasonable amount could be allowed 
as prior charges.

(x) Wljole of depreciation admissible under the Incom-Tax Act 
is not allowable in determining the available surplus on 
the ground that initial and additional depreciations are 
allowed by Incom-Tax authorities on an altogether 

different consideration of assisting the industry which 
has installed new machinery. Ing other words, the concept 
of depreciation as used by Incom-tax authorities and for 
the purposes of determining available surplus according 
to the formula laid down by the Labour Appellate Tribunal 
are different and as such in the latter case, only normal 
depreciation can be allowed.

(xi) In determining the amounts to be earmarked for rehabili
tation, courts generally insist upon adequate proof of 
the cost of the machinery and the period after which it 
needs replacement. These are questions of facts and wherever 
adequate evidence is not led on these issues, courts have 
generally allowed only reasonable amounts and not the amounts 
indicated by the management. In a number of cases, the 
courts have'also rejected the use of 2.7 as the multiplier 
as indicated by the Labour Appellate Tribunal in its 'Full 
Bench’ decision in determining the amount needed for 
rehabilitation on theplea that the particular figure 
suited only those cases where the machinery to be replaced 
was purchased before the Second World War.

(xii) It is a well-settled law that if the workers put forward 
a claim for bonus long after accounts are settled and 
after the profits have been appropriated, their claim cannot 
be considered. In cases where a claim is made and pends 
settlement such a bar will not be attracted.

(xiii) 
/amount

There is no rigid formula evolved by the courts for deter
mining the actual/of bonus to be awarded. This depends 
upon the facts of each case. Instances have been noticed in 
which bonus awarded has varied from one month to 9 months 
of the basic monthly earnings. Wherever, the surplus has 
been found to be very large, tendencies have been noted 
on*thepart of adjudicators to keep bonus within limits on 
the olea of adverse effection unduly large bonus is likely 
to cause on less prosperous concerns in the same area and 
the theory bridgi^ the

(ziv) Courts separate extraneous^profits “jey™cthe
«rfeIs“aninesSch cases, these amounts have been treated on 
par with other items of prior charges. \
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w ™nt to which DOW BY£ roi^OWED THE PRINCIPLES LAID 
bonus after its’LStmn AWARDING

S.N0. Principles laid down “ ~
l.a.t. Changes, if any

(1) (2) (3)

Reasons for diver
gence from accepted 
principles

(4)

l.The claim of employees for bonus 
would arise only if there should b- 
a residue left after making provi-~ 
sion for prior charges, fair retum 
on paid-up capital and a fair return 
on reserves employed as working 
cap it al.

No change

2.As regards prior charges, the 
first charge on gross profits 
should be the amount of money that 
would be necessary for rehabi
litation, replacement and modern
isation of machinery and corpo
ration taxes to be paid to 
the Exchequer.

No change. Courts, 
however, generally 
insist on providing 
only reasonable 
amounts to be calcu
lated on the basis 
of legal evidence 
being led regarding 
the original cost of 
machinery, the period 
after which it will 
require replacement, 
etc. In a number 
of cases, the use of 
2.7 as a multiplier 
adopted by LAT has 
been rejected.

Rulings inply only 
logical extension 
of the principles 
laid down by 
the LAT.

3.Depreciation allowed by the 
income-tax authorities is only 
a percentage of the written down 
value. The fund set apart for that 
purpose would not be sufficient. 
An extra amount would have, thus, 
to be set apart under the heading 
of 'Reserve to mate up that deficit.

4.Initial and additional depreciation 
allowed by the income-tax authori
ties cannot be included as prior 
charges for the purposes of determi
ning surplus available for bonus. 
Only normal depreciation is allowed.

No change .

No change

5.Interest at the rate of 6% on paid- 
up capital and somewhat lesser 
return on working capital should 
be considered as adequate.

No change with the excep
tion of industries which 
are of a wasting chara
cter like plantations, 
mines or where profits 
of the past years have 
been ploughed back. 9^ 
on paid-up capital and 6^ 
on working capital repre
sent the maximum limits 
set by the courts in such 
cases. Additional rulings 
given by the courts in
clude submission of ade
quate proof regarding 

the amount of working capital actually used 
and the period for which it was so used.

According to 
courts, such 
industries are 
exposed to addi
tional risks; 
hence the need 
for somewhat 
greater return on 
investment. Simi
larly profits of 
the past years 
ploughed back in 
business with a 
view to its expan
sion deserve a 
higher return.

GONTD.
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Principle laid down by LAT
Changes, .if any Reason

6.The quantum of actual bonus to be 
awarded will be determined by the 
relative prosperity of the concern 
gap between the existing and the ’ 
living wage} relationship between 
the contribution made by workers and 
the profits earned and the effect 
that it is likely to cause on other 
smaller concerns in the same area.

N o change . Surplus Is ft 
dividend more or less 
on equitable grounds 
between labour and 
management.

7.In the matter of reserves, it has 
to be seen that only reasonable 
amounts are to be provided.

No change.

8.Bad debts accumulated during past 
years and reserves towards Gratuity 
Fund rank as prior charges.

9.In the calculation of gross profits, 
bonus, if any paid to supervisory 
or administrative staff has to be 
included.

No chance

No change

10.The amount of dividend declared on 
paid-up cspital and bonus shares 
is of no consequence so long as 
accepted returns are allowed on 
these investments for the purpose 
of calculating available surplus.

No change

11.The claim for bonus will arise 
only if there is adequate surplus 
left for grant of bonus to all 
worke rs

12.In case where surplus left was 
found to be insufficient and sone 
of the workers claimed bonus but 
others did not, those claiming 
bonus are entitled to the same .

No change

*

13- In a dispute where the management 
refused to produce necessary docu
ments, the only legal inference to 
be drawn by the managenentf s atti
tude was that in case the se are 
made available, these will disclose 
sufficient surplus for the award 
of bonus to workers.

Uniformally rejected in 
all cases . It has been 
held by the Supreme 
Court that the claim 
for bonus can be sustain
ed only in case profits 
are sufficient for grant 
of bonus to all workers. 
Any other criteria is 
likely to result in dis
crimination and added 
industrial unrest.

Uniformly 
rejected in 
all 
cases

It has been held by the 
Supreme Court that bonus not be 
awarded on any such ground; 
it has to be calculated 
according to accepted legal 
procedure and where no such 
procedure is followed, the 
claim for bonus cannot be 
sustained. It has to be noted 
in this regard that the LAT's 
ruling has been reversed on 
procedural grounds and not on 
any matter concerned with 
substantive law.
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ReasonChanges, if any
Principle laid down by LAT

14.Extraneous profits which h^vo x 
earned by the managemsnt 
dently of any efforts made by the 
workers are to be treated on par 
with other prior charges.

No change

15.Workers' claim for bonus made 
long after the accounts are s^ttl^H 
and after the profits have beee 
appropriated, cannot be considered 
In case, however, where claim is 
made and pends settlement, such a 
bar is not attracted.

No change ' -

16.In suitable cases, ignorance and 
lack of organisation among workers 
are sufficient reasons to condone the 
principle of belatedness.

Uniformly 
rejected

Whatever may be the 
reasons, settled 
accounts cannot be 
reopened.

17-Bonus has to be granted on the 
basis of basic earnings only No change -

18.In case all conditions for the 
granting of bonus are present 
the same has to be granted no 
matter if the concern is 
primarily of charitable chara
cter.

No change Charity must begin at 
home so long as exist, 
ing wage falls short 
of the living wage.

19.Despite the fact that there was no 
agreement that incentive bonus 
either whole or in part which the 
employers received from the Govern
ment as a result of fulfilling 
certain terms of the contract, was 
to be passed on to the labour. 
Social injustice demanded that 45 
to 50 per cent of the additional 
amounts received should be distribu
ted between workers because without 
their cooperation, no such claim 
would have arisen.

Uniformly 
rejected.

There cannot be any 
social justice 
apart from what 
is embodied in the 
’Full Bench Formula'.



AI TUG WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 
(.Delhi, August 8-9, 1959)

^JPY OF LABOUR COSTS

Unit Pn Pared by the Labour & Employment 
* . entral Statistical Organisation 

d circulated to members of the
steering Group on Wages)

is often ^ised°in°discussT^ relation to ’Costs of Production'
required for financing further dlvSonmJnt* P°liCy (b) surPluSes
articles to the consuner. But oft^tT J 9X1(1th® of manufactured

, . , . , , 1 ’ often the term 'wage costs' or 'labour
understood^ U aS Synonyms> are not a^ys properly defined or

’ 6 blfd neetin/ °f the Steerin^ Group on Wages held on 19.9.58,
wi h Labour Minister as Chairman, it was recommended that a Study Group 
might be formed to go into the contents of the controversial term 'wage costs' 
and define them m a precise manner. The Chairman of the Steering Group on 
Wages desired that the study should proceed so as to secure estimates of 
the following indicators:

i) for wage costs per unit of production allowing for changes in the 
character of production;

ii) for changes in the wage bill in relation to the value added by 
manufacture and/or wages in proportion to the value of 
ex-fact ory s ales;

iii) for relation of wages to depreciation and other reserves built 
up by industry;

iv) for international comparison in regard to (i), (ii) and (iii) above.

3. Before convening a neeting of the Working Group for considering the 
study of labour costs, informal discussions were held between the Ministry 
of Labour and Employment and the Central Statistical Organisation (CSO) . 
The CSO prepared a preliminary memorandum covering the different aspects of 
the problem including the concepts and definitions, the difficulties involved 
in getting the estimates of the suggested indicators, and the availability 
of the information relating to the wage costs at present. Decisions of the 
Working Group on the proposed study are summarised in the following paragraphs.

4. The term 'labour costs' is a wider concept than the term 'wage costs' 
and actually the forner includes the latter. The 'labour costs' besides 
'wage costs' (cash and non-cash) includes the cost of group benefits.and 
social security charges. The components of 'labour costs' as given in 
Appendix I, have been itemised more or less on the lines recommended by the 
ILO vide"Report' on Wages and related elements of labour cost, International 
Labour Review. December. 19 57. It may be emphasised here that wage 
costs incurred either through statutory obligations or otherwise should 
be evaluated in terms of what they cost to the employer and not what has 
actually accrued as benefits to the labour. Furthermore, wage costs should 
also not include contributions by the Government or labour-

5. Having finalised as to what items constitute 'Labour Costs', the next 
category of workers that would comeimportant question to be decided is the 

under 'labour' for the purposes of this study. 
of 'worker' are given under the various Ac.s _ 
of Wa?es Act Industrial Disputes bMi5 and not on th<5
'worker' and 'non-worker1 shouia oe mue

Different definitions
Acts like the Factories Act, Payment
Logically, the distinction between

. basis of remuneration.
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basis of remuneration m

'salaries' is bejnet PreSent, however, infnrw i,' Bmg collected fnv. j-w * -tni ormation on 'wages' andFactories Act. The the eroup of workers pa • GT
19AR ic definition of worker at ■ as defined in the1S- worker as given in the Factories Act,

"'worker' means a Persort , 
agency, whether for wages orT?J ^rectly through any 
or in cleaning any part n ° ’ ^y manufacturing process, for a manufacturing cl? ^chibery or preMses
incidental-to, or conf eS’ Ptf”7 Ottar °f “nk 
the subject of the manufacturingpX“Ctarins °r

*

In £ o rma. t i on on waggs ond SclIa
Payment of Wages Act (1916') also be made available under thethe Factories Act and receiving 1957’ fot a11 workers coming under
therefore, decided to IncSS per
determination of 'wage costs' Th catefOIT of workers for the 
obtained for providing answers indicators that are to be
ning were then considered by the St^^roup?^in the begin" 

production allSin^fo? ch^g^it^ ”Wa^ Costs Per of
production of different products haract®r of Production", due to the
same industry in moS caK ^P^cts of varying costs in the
rupee of output could be estimatTd^nd ,labour costs' entering into each 
of each product could then be'esti™ + a he +wb°^r costs P®r unit of production 
products in a fixed

7. ,It was agreed that the indicator, viz., "change;

from
factory because it depends to a lame extent on the precite ntX of the 
manufacturing activity undertaken by the factory. The type of difficulty 
K^SJeSe^89 W9 9399 °f thS °

in wage bill in relation

The ratio

. The Study Group recommended that the indicator, viz., "relation of wages, 
to depreciation and other reserves, built up by industries" be changed to
relation of labour costs to (dividends plus undistributed profits), relating 

to the year under study", as the term depreciation is not uniformly under
stood and applied by the various firms. It is, however, felt that it will not 
be possible to make useful international comparisons for these indicators.

9. The two main sources of information that provide us sone data for the 
study of ’labour costs' are the Census of Manufacturing Industries (CMI) and 
the Sample Survey of Manufacturing Industries (SSMI) . The CMI as well as 
the SSMI collect information on "total salaries, wages, bonus and other 
cash benefits" and "workers" and "persons other than workers". This category 
of workers does not coincide with the one envisaged by the Study Group 
for the study of labour costs, in that it includes workers receiving more 
than Rs .400.

10. Information on the different items constituting 'labour costs' is 
not collected either in the SSMI or CMI in the manner and detail envisaged 
by the Study Group. The CMI collects information on wages as defined in 
the Section 2(vi) of the Payment of Wages Act separately for workers and 
persons otter than workers. The term 'wages' mean "all remuneration 
capable of being expressed in terms of money, which would, if the terms 
of contract of employment, express or inplied, were fulfilled, be payable, 
whether conditionally upon the regular attendance, good work or conduct 
or other behaviour of the person employed or otherwise, to a person 
employed, in respect of his employment or of work done in such employment, and 
includes any bonus or other remuneration of the nature aioresaid which 
'would be so payable, and any sum payable to such person by reason of the 
termination of his employment, but does not include:

. . . (a) the value of any house
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S0“Pply' Of 11Kht’ water’
by general or spSCiai order of the State if any service excluded 

Government;

provider*^ Pald by the emPlo7er to ^7 pension fund or 
jy-*- * -L'-ldlU -LU.I1U

any travelling allowance 
concession; or the value of any travelling

d) any sum paid to the person employed to defray special expenses 
entailed on him by the nature of his employment; or

e) any gratuity payable on discharge.

Besides information on ’wages’, the OMI collects data on "money value of 
any privileges, benefits, etc." lumped together under one item for all 
employees. This item includes various benefits such as free or subsidised 
housing, foodgrain on concessional rates, etc. It is not, however, clear 
whether the various items under the Group benefits and Social Security 
charges as envisaged are fully covered in the CM returns.

11. SSM schedules use the same definition of wages as in the CM returns 
and the information on wages is collected for workers and non-workers 
separately. As regards items other than wages, SSM also does not cover 
the various items in the manner or detail required, although a more 
detailed break-up of these items is adopted in the SSM than in CM. 
Besides wages, information on: 

i) individual benefits in
ii) group benefits; and 

iii) contributions to funds

kind;

(provident fund, social insurance. et c •) ;

is collected in the SSM schedules. It is also observed that neither CM 
nor SSM collect eny information on dividends and undistributed profits.
However, CM provides data on depreciation.

12. Reliable estimates of the indicators required for the study of 
labour costs cannot thus easily be obtained from the available CM returns 
in view of the limitations pointed above. Details of the items on 
labour costs as given in the SSM schedules broadly conform to the 
Study Group's recommendations. However, the definition of worker 
used in SSM is not the same as the one envisaged by the Study Group. 
Hence the data of SSM cannot be readily used for setting these desired 
indicators. With slight changes in the concepts adopted either t^e 
SSM or CM, it may be possible to meet require rants for the study of wage 
costs as recommended by the Study Group.

appendix I

ITEMS OF WAGE COST

A. WAGE COSTS - CASH
1. Basic Wages
2. Dearness allowances
3 . Overtime payments
4. Shift allowances
5. Leave Wages quarterly (e.g., profit-sharing);
6. Bonuses - a ™aPe^rly every pay period (e.g., production 

incenti ve, good attendance) .

7. Other cash payments - gratia and ad hoc.

B. Wage Costs - Non-Cash
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B. WAGE COSTS - NON-CASH

8. Cost of free or

9. Cost of housing 
supplied free

concessional supplies (a) food articles 
(b) other articles

accommodation
or at concession - (a) housing

(b) electricity

10. Cost of transport service

lc) water
(d) sanitary services.

provided free
C. GROUP BENEFITS

or at concession.

11. Cost of running medical facilities - (a) hospitals
(b) dispensaries
(c) first aid equipment.

12. Cost of educational facilities - (a) schools
(b) adult education centres

„ (c) libraries and reading rooms.
13. Cost of running recreational entertainnent

and other services - (a) theatres, cinemas
(b) clubs, sports
(c) radios, etc.
(d) canteen
(e) creches
(f) sanitation
(g) drinking water facilities, etc.

14. Cost of running multi-purpose welfare centres.

D. SOCIAL SECURITY CHARGES

15. Ccntributions to State Insurance
16. Contributions to Provident Funds
17. Contributions to Pension funds
18. Contributions to welfare funds
19. Compensation for work injuries and occupational diseases
20. Compensation for lay-off and retrenchment.
21. Maternity benefits.
22. Paynents of gratuity.

E. OTHERS (specify such as cost on vocational training, apprenticeship 
and training facilities and the like).

NOTE: Contribution means Employer's Contribution.



AITUC WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 

(Delhi, August S-9, 1959)

REPLACEMENT COSTS IN INDUSTRY

(L®Hlataye—conclusions on Appropriate

k^_thods_ of. Replacement Finance

(Note prepared by National Council of Applied 
economic Research for the Steering Group on

The National Council makes the following recommendations 

on appropriate methods of financing replacement needs of 

companies in general:

DEPRECIATION IS THE APPROPRIATE 
METHOD FOR REPLACEMENT FINANCE

(a) An adequate charge on current revenue for the depreciation 
of assets should be considered by all companies as the only 
sound method of financing their replacement needs. The public, 
the company managements, as well as the Government need to be 
reminded of this basic tenet of corporate financing policy.
In order to meet short-term considerations like dividends, 
bonus or tax revenue they are q uite prone to ignore the 
significance of an annual depreciation charge as the means by 
which a corporation may set aside enough internal saving to 
finance its replacement needs, and to keep its capital intact.

DEPRECIATION SHOULD BE MADE COMPULSORY

(b) We find from our study of company balance sheets that there 
are companies which in some years do not charge depreciation 
on their fixed assets. The need to provide for depreciation is 
obvious if the soundness of a company is to be maintained.

After money is invested in fixed assets, such as machinery and 
buildings, it be cones important that they be maintained properly. 
This can be done only if enough money is saved, out of current 
earnings for meeting replacement costs. Even if a depreciation 
provision means declaration of a net loss, a company should

show its true position to its share-holders and the public. There 
is at present no legal obligation on the part, of a company to 
provide depre cia.tion. This lacuna in the Indian Companies Act, 
1956 should be removed by making depreciation a compulsory charge 
for every company.

MINIMUM RATES OF DEPRECIATION SHOULD BE FIXED

(c) We find, on the basis of information collected from the 
reolies to our questionnaires, that on factory buildings the 
rites of deoreciation charged by companies vary from 2f% to 10% and 
on^plant mch!ne?y fro^ 3% L 15%. Such diverse rates on the 

same kind of asset in the same industry employing the oame 
depreciation formula Indicate that they are influenced not only

in IndiaT Shf rates^of depreciation.ctarged on company assets 
prm an important instrument for raising the interne! savings of

corporations required............... %
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corporations reouired for fn
in the national'interest nancing replacement. Therefore tion of these ratis eCt^e^ to leave the fixt
itfhat is required today is tho r- - • corP°rate management, 
rates of depreciation for tho lxatlon of certain minimum 
technical life anJaSeqSac^ nf ^°n.the basi® of their
financial needs of future renl orlPreciation to meet the 
should not be allowed to " charge rateS AfT
than the minimum rates fix^d g tr^?3 °f daPreciation lower tioncalculated on purely teehnirJi J'ncome Tax rates of deprecia- 
conveniently be fixed as the mihiuFCXl fir^ir^poS^

pESENT-DEPRECIATION formula is 
UNSOUND, aw, SHQULD~~BE”~DTSCARPEn

^in India^is^0^^1°rnm^ followed by most of the companies 
an asset (or' ’re^Sa Pe^centaSe of the written down value of

of an asset R wn ? $a^ncr meth°d’)• If the original cost 
^comotnv is 10^ rate of depreciatiopfdopted by
year is one tenth nf charged in the firsty®a tenth f P09 ^-e^s.lO), in the second year it is
onertenth of the remaining value, 100-10 (i.e. Rs.9); in the third 
year one-tenth of 90-9 (i.e. Rs.3.1); and so on. It is easy 
to show that by this method a company with a given rate of 
depreciation would require far more number of years to recover 
the original cost than under the straight-line method where 
depreciation forms a fixed percentage of the original cost 
instead of . the written-down value of the asset. It should not 
be surprising therefore if a company in India complains that 
its accumulated depreciation is not sufficient to finance its 
replacement needs. The sooner this method is discarded the bet
ter for. the companies and the country. The minimum reform that 
the Rational Counci]/can recommend for the present formula is 
that depreciation should be calculated as a fixed percentage of 
the ’original cost’ instead of the ’written-down value’ of an 
asset, If this simple modification is made in the present 
formula, the original cost of an asset can be recovered during 
the technical life of the asset. In the above example, if the 
technical life is 10 years, the original cost is recovered

by way o^an annual depreciation charge of Rs.10 at the end of 
10 years, and
replacementof

the company will be in a better position to finance 
the asset.

There is also another important reason for which the present 
’written-down value’ methods needs to be discarded. It is 
natural that repairs as a percentage of the original cost of an 
asset should increase year after year, particularly more so 

after the expiry of its technical life when it performance 
deteriorates more rapidly. Under the ’written-down value’ 
method, the depreciation continues to be charged even after 
the expiry of the technical life, in consequence of which the 
variable costs of a firm (which include cost of repairs.and 
maintenance, arxi also a depreciation charge) would be higher 
than under the straight-line method where no depreciation is 
charged after the lapse of the technical life. It is not. 
surprising therefore if the direct cobts increase for an industry 
as a result of this practice.

COMPULSORY REHABILITATI ON RE^TO FOREVERY 
COMPANY TO PROVIDE FOR THt RISa-nG COSJS. Oy

REPLACEMENT

(e) The insufficiency of depreciation provisions under the 
present practice is further aggravated by the ever rising costs 
of renlsrpmnnt oarticularly after Norld v/ar II. The present depreciation rates as well as formula fail to cover the original 
cost of S asset which is several times lower than the present

replacement cost of the -.........
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replacement cost of the same
savings from depreciation orovtllL consequently the corporate 
inadequate to finance the ?u?relt X?? year have be come grossly 
of inadequate finance, corooraL L P1 C^ment needa- For reasons 
assets even after their te?hr?L?i are holding on to the old 
the replacementof old machine! Usefux life and postponing 
stick to their old machines for indyseries were to
India would run the risk of ineilX reason, then the export of 
in the larger interest of the !Ja^f°reasn markets. Therefore, 
gatory (and not optional as it ountry it should be made obli- 
company to create a price rehnbi?n¥r?L2npW^ Part of every compulsory deduction of a p^^ La ? means °f a
preciation, from the grosl orofitA in addltlon to de-

made for dividends to shareholders 'XbLXtXXT™

do not rake^phvision'1?orfthekh^ many Indian companies 
ment of their XX h h rising market prices of replace- 
1s th? XX the “XXT whieh.depreciation (which
nerv and builtHno-X -? ’ value oi fixed capital such as machi
nery ana ouildmgs) is under-estimated, and the net nrofitd overestimated. In order to work out the r?al nit orofi? available 

and Akers' bon^ I Sd^X 
xrom grooo profits should be made for the rehabilitati on fund, 
in addition to normal depreciation. In many wage disputes,

AAneCepS1Jy.for such d®duction and creation of a 
^AAa^tlon fund xs realised by both labour and management, 

the controversy generally centres on the mode of calculating 
the amount which should be allowed under this head. The
abour Tribunal and Courts have generally adopted the following 

mode of calculation to arrivgngt the amount of the rehabili
tation fund required in any/year: Expected annual depreciation 
multiplied by the expected rise in prices of replacement, where

Exp. annual depreciation=Estimated present value of the 
assets (i.e. written-down value 

the no.of years the present assets, 
are expected to last.

A company might accept this mode of calculation for the .purpose 
of bonus payment, but as things stand now ib is not obligatory 
on the part of a company to make such deduction and create a 
rehabilitation fund.

In the interest of sound corporate financing policy, the 
National Council considers that in a period of rising replace
ment costs, a deduction from gross profits towards this end must 
be made compulsory for all companies. The Council, however, 
envisages some practical difficulty in employing the above method 
to calculate the amount .each year for the rehabilitation fund. 
Several convenient methods may however be devised for this purpose 
one of which is given below for general considerations:

(Amount of annual 
rehabilitation 
charge)

(Annual depre
ciation X
charge)

(Annual percentage 
change in the 
market price of 
repla cement)

Under this formula if the annual depre elation charged by a 
company is Rs.100 and if th^pi^rket. price. of replacement has risen 
by 10% over last year’s,/the rehabilitation charge in the 
year will be Rs.10/-

What is reouired in this method of calculation is ohe 
availability of "a suitable index of prices of investment 
goods for elch industry or for all aaaaPtadda^
management and the Government. It will be less complicated,

though not accurate................



has

though not accurate, to have an t .
of building material and machinery 5 Prt°eS-

y a or cne use of companie s .
become’ne cessarynftrG therehabilitation charge 

y or me iollowmg reasons:
To secure the intpmoi •enterprises (private^o-p5^1^3 squired by corporate 
ment needs. " ' government) for financing replace

(b) in the1 corpora t|SJSte^ °f caPital formation
ever ri^inS- P s> F°r reasons such as theperLS th? °f rePPacement in the post-war
in the’coroorato in^0^-5 80 far Provided for depreciation 
do not ref?^? rfriSe? are under-estimates: they 
process SaPital consumption during the
net ' C°nsequently, our estimates of1 fo™atxcn in the corporate sector are likely 
to become overestimates.



AInlT?iJ-/0RK?NG COMMITTEE I/EETING
-Lni - August 8-9, 1959

wage revision of

ANDHRA PRADESH GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

(Following is the tprt

Qfa4-O p P consider the wage demands nfState Government Emoloveo s Tho cL?^ a™nds ol 
by the Emulovppc.’ y. s* ihe Statement issued pay revisit? Associations on the announced

i evisions is also appended.)

ajpoinSnenl annou”ce<1 the
living conditions ot y °™lttee to make an enquiry into the 
anoroorSte -i??nn f low-paid employees and to recommend

TiS speedily as possible in regard to their
nceo. This committee, under the Chairmanship of thfe Finance 

h . ' v . xncluded the leader of the opposition and others,
submitted an unanimous report on the 16th November, 1958. The 
report was accepted by the Government in December, 1958 and orders 
Vnco issued m implementation of the report on the 9th January 
1959 • Some representations were made immediately afterwards by 
various service associations pointing out that some features of 
the report had militated against its intention. Government there
upon appointed a sub-committee of the Cabinet to examine the report 
and make due recommendations to the Government. This Committee 
reported to the Cabinet on 30th May, 1959. Government have re
examined the report of the Pay Committee and reviewed the orders 
already passed by them in the light of the report of this Sub- 
Conmittee and on such review are pleased to issue the following 
orders.

PAY SCALES.

As regards scales of pay, the 
been made .

following modifications have

1) Assistant Secretaries to 8
Government and the State J
Legislature. »

Revised grade.

Being considered separately 
till which time existing 
scales will continue.

2) Superintendents, Governor’s | 
Secretariat, Superintendents 8 
of the Secretariat and Supe| 
rintendents and Reporters 8

of the Legislature Secreta- y 
riat. *

Rs. 200-20-400.
(Existing scale will continue; 
but to be treated as revised 
scale for purpose of weightage)

3)

4)

Upper Division Clerks of thej 
Secretariat, the State s
Legislature and the Gover- 8 
nor's Secretariat.
The posts of Tahasildars |
in the Revenue and |
Settlement Departments, .
^uzur Sharistadars and . [ 
the Block Development «
Officers (These posts have 
been declared Gazetted;

Rs. 100-5-120-10-200

Rs. 200-20-400.

Contd
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5) Deputy Tahsildars (Scale 8 
originally fixed b p '
Conmitteo Rs.150-250) |

6) Superintendents (Telanga- 5 
na Collectorates)- (item j
o, page 97 of the Pay }
Committee Report) j

7) Assistant Treasury J
Officers (item 3 on pare 5
104 of the Report) )

8) District and Divisional ) 
Accountants at present j 
in the grade of Rs. 154-190 5

9) 2nd Accountants and Huzur } 
Treasurers (item 3, page } 
104 of the Report) . j|

10) Senior Statistical J
Assistants, Economic J

Research Assistants and the ■ ) 
Economic and Statistical | 
Investigators of the Bureau j 
of Economics and Statistics.^ 
(items 7, 3, and 9 on page I 
105 of the Report).,

Revised grade.

Rs. 180-250

Rs. 150-71-210-10-250.
(Fresh appointments will be 
made by promotion on merit 
since the posts are upgraded)

Rs. 180- 7^-210-10-300.

Rs.150-74-210-10-250.

Rs.120-5-140-74-200

Rs. 150-300 and Rs.150-250.

11) 2 posts of Technicians of the?!
Bureau, of Economics and 5 Rs. 90-4-110-5-150-74-130
Statistics, (page 109 of the J
Report) 5

12) Field Investigators of the $ R 75-3-1O5-4-125-5-15O.
Statistics Department 1

13) Junior Statistical Inspectors?) 
(item 10 on page 108 of the I Rs. 
Report) ■ ’

14) Sub-Registrars (Grade-Il) |
of the Registration & Stamps y Rs<
Department (item 3 on page J
113 of the Report 4

15) Superintendents of the |
District and Sessions Courts y
(item 6, page 120 of the Report)8

16) Inspectors of Police 5 Rs.2OO-1O-29O-15-35O

17) Sub-Inspectors of Police i Rs.100-74-130-10-200 ■

18) Havaldars A .P .S .P . of the Rs.50-2-64-3-85
Police Department. 5
Co. Havaldars Major A.P.S.P. I Bs.50-85 plus Rs.10/- special 

jciy •

100-5-140-74-200

Rs. 150-74-210-10-300

19) Head Constables and Naiks of 
the Police Department and 
Reserve Head Warders, Jamed^r

Rs.45-2-65

Contd........................
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Revised grade
Chauffers and Police Jamedars of $ ' 
the Prisons Department. . XRs.4%2-65

20)' Police Constables and Followers inclu
dingArmed Reserves and Lance Naiks of 
the Police Department and 2nd grade 
Warders, (grade-II), Home
Assistants and the Police Defedars of 
Prisons Department.

Rs. 32-1-50

the

2l) Accountants (item 2 Ministerial staff on I
page 141 of the Report)
city or in the Districts .

Whether in the X Rs. 90-4-110-5-1 5O-7|-180

22) Head Clerks of 
Offices, (item 
Report).

Divisional 
12 on page

Forest 
1 52 of theX

Rs.90-4-1 10-5-1 50 (Fresh appointment a 
will be made by promotion on merit 
since the posts are upgraded.)

23) Accountants 
ment. (item 
Report)

of the Forest
9 on page 1 52

Depart- 
of the Rs. 120-5-1 50-71-210-10-250.

24) Supervisors in the Co-operative 
Department (item 22 on page 151 
the Report)

of Rs. 50---- 120

25) Propogandists (item 24 on page 
1 51 of the Report) Rs. 62------ 1 20

26) Nursing Tutor (b-rade-l) in the 
Medical Department Rs. 1 80-300

27) Mission Trained Nurses in the 
Andhra Nursing Service. Rs. 50-2-64-3-85

28) Clinical and Non-clinical 
Lecturers. Rs. 250- 500

29) Pharmacist (item 35 page 
the Report (in the grade 
Rs. 125-17 5).

171 
of

of
I Rs. 120-5-1 50-74-210-10-250

30) TelenganaHealth Sub .Inspectors in 
area and Vaccinators (Agency) and
the Health Assistants in Andhra 
area (items 49 and 50 on page 181 
of the Report)

X Rs. 50-3-92-4-100

3l) Junior Bhgineers, F.W.D. $ Rs. 200-10-300

32) Radio Assistant Engineers (item 
1 on page 200 of the Report) X Rs.250-10-300-20-500

33) Radio Supervisors with Diploma 
qualifications (items 4 and 5 on 
page 200 of the Report) ( Certi
ficate holders will continue to 
be in the grade of Rs. 100-200 
recommended by the Pay Committee) •

Rs, 120----- 250

34) Veterinary Assistant Surgeons. 1
(item 1 on page 162 of the repor ).|
(Both for Diploma and Degree A
holders). *

Rs. 180—350

contd
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Revised grade.

35)

36)

37)

Veterinary Assistants and Live-Stock
Inspectors. (item 6 and v ~ tO / of the Report) * 7 °n paee 162

^ketUns Assistant (item 52 on paye
Departnent .reP°r7 °f ^^-0

Tracers (it 
Report) and 
Department 
Report)

em 70 on page 1 56 of the 
Surveyors in Agriculture 

litem 90 on page 1 59 of the

Rs. 90-4-110-5-1 5O-7|-180

1
X Rs. 1 53-----300

Rs. 50-----100 if ifetriculates
other Rs. 50-----85

38) Attenders (item III on page ^1 of the!
Report). . $
Laboratory Attenders (48) t
Attenders, (14) y

Rs.30-1-50
Rs.30-1-45

39) Speoi&l posts of the Education Department.

i) Statistical Officer X
ii) Special Officer for Basic Education \

iii) Hindi-Education Officer J
iv) Special Officer for Nationalisation X

of Text Books . X
v) Senior Officer, Peria-Patetic Scheme I

vi) Assist ait Secretary for Text Book X
vii) Special Officer for Implementation of X

Three Year Degree Course . X Rs. 250------ 500.
viii) Assistant Commissioner for Government X

Examinations. X
viv) Gazetted Assistant Office of the X

C.n.E. X
x) Counsellors■State Bureau of EducationalX

& Vocational Guidance. X
xi) Joint District Educational Officers. X

40) 1st Grade Telugu Pandits -(item 32 on X
page 209 of the Report) X Rs. 90-----200

41) Manager, Office of the Director of X
Stationery Department- (item 2 on page X Rs. 1 51-----300
228 of the report) X

42) The Upper Division Auditors of the Local Fund Audit Department will remain 
in their Existing scale of Rs.80——125.

43) The revised scales of pay of the staff of the Hyderabad Water Works, 
Public Works Workshop, Hyderabad, Jubilee Hall, and the Government 
Guest Houses at New Delhi, Bcmbay aid Kurnool are given the scales appli
cable to similar categories'of employees in other Departments.

COMPENSATORY ALLOWANCES.

Government are of the view that there is no sufficient reason for differen
tiating between Hyderabad City and other large comparable cities in the State 
where the cost of living is higher than elsewhere. In lieu of the existing 
City aid House Rent Allowances applicable to Hyderabad and other cities 
and towns in the State, they have decided that the following compensatory 
allowances shall be admissible to all cities which, at the last census, had a po- 

of laie a^ above, end such other tows as may be presortbed for 

the purpose from tine to time.

. . . . Contd.
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Pay range
rate of allowance

Rs- i to 49
Rs.50 to 100

and Rs.101 to 200
Rs. 4/- 
Rs.8/- 
Rs.iO/~

with marginal adjustments upto Rs.210/-. This 
to those who are provided with free quarters 
quarters at concessional ' careers.
above rates . rates of rent will

This allowance will not be admissible 
Those provided with Govemnent

draw the allowance at only half the

TEACHERS

The ad hoc increase
merged with their basic pay in th* cmwcoscales and they will be eliXlI of relaxation of pay in the revised
The allowance Jill, however' be contLnX^J mentioned above.
prefer to opt for the old JcaJeS Sy h eli^ble t0 “

of Rs. 5/ — allows d to teachers in 1958 will now be
refixation of pay in the revised

DEARNESS ALLOWANCE.

which covers
Bs.SOAVt^U ?/ D/A;yd°nm®nd9d b? the Pay Committee in the pay ranae of 

/was Ks»o / to R..149/ / It has been represented that this ranee,
RS'35* is to° wide and needs revision. ^ve™.,

have decided that the following rates of D.A. should be fixed for the pay 
range as follows:- J

Government

Rs 60 to Rs.99 .. Rs.36/-

Rs. 100 to 149 .. Rs.38/-

The other rates of dearness allowance recommended by the Pay Committee will 
remain unchanged except that the ceiling of Rs.75/- fixed by the Pay Committee 
for pay scales of Rs.500/- and over will be removed and the rates previously 
admissible will be restored.

HIGHER STARTS

Various representations have been made that higher starts should be 
made available for various categories of posts either on account of extra 
qualifications or employment risks and so forth .Government have decided 
that the following higher starts and allowances should be sanctioned. These 
also include such higher starts as have already been recommended by the Pay 
Committee.

(i) The allowance paid to Motor Drivers serving under the Ministers has 
been raised from Rs. 1 5 to Rs.25 per mensem.

(ii) The allowances of Rs.4 now paid to peons and Rs.5 to Jamedars working 
under the Ministers have been raised to Rs.6 and Rs.7 respectively.

(iii) Graduates and persons with higher qualifications appointed as Lower 
Division Clerks or Typists will start at Rs.62/— in the grade of Rs.50-120 
and holders of recognised certificates or Diploma in Commerce at Rs. 56 in that 
grade. The initial pay of Graduates already in service and drawing less than 
Rs.62 will also be fixed at Rs.u2/~.

(iv) Stenographers possessing the certificate of Lower Shorthand exami
nation will draw a shorthand special pay of Rs. 1 5 per mensem and.persons 
who have passed the shorthand examination in the Higher Grade will draw a 
special pay of Rs.25 per mensem.

(v) Medical Graduates will D.P.H. qualification will start at the 
stage of Rs.300/- in the scale of Rs.250-500.

(vi) Resident Mbdical Officers in Hospitals, non-clinical tutors and
Public Health Officers who are debarred from private praactice, will draw a non- 
private practice allowance of Rs.75 per mensem. Assistant Surgeons in eharre 
of Primary Health Centres will draw non-private practice allowance of Rs. 100

contd
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per mensem.

(vii) Student Nurses unde-r^^ + .
first year, Ba 75 in the second SU tT" as Rs.7O in the
of training without any aiw£ » the third f^th years
allowance. Dhobi allowance, etc. a' Dearness Allowance, Ration

(viii) Radiographers in th? Mod-1 n
of Rs.25 per mensem instead of Rs.? 5. Departmsnt will draw a risk allowance

(ix) D.c.fi. D.M.E. or D m t? ™ i
of Bs.140/-. amarly, Start at the

as overseers in the of

(x) Degree—holders —Rm . , . ,
State Broadcasting Department appoint^T^RaS  ̂ M*SC* (^releSS> of the
Rs. 150 in the grade of Rs. 120-250. $ $ &upervisors will start at

in'the 1411 Start at the sta« ofEs-”°

WEIGHTAGE

K Pa^ Con™itte® had recommended that an increment in the revised scale 
should be given for all those with service of more than 5 years In S grS 
and two increments for those with service of more than 10 years. On 1 
reconsideration Government have decided that weightage of one increment 
c . 6 elven fQr service upto five years, two increments for service between 

n+ ^ee increments for service over ten years in an employees'
present grade, gubject, however, to the condition that he has put in a minimum 

0 al service of at least two years altogether in any grade upto 1.11.1958 
or the date on.which he enters the revised scale, as the case may be, according 
to his option in-regard to the new scales.

Where the weio-htage, as calculated above, exceeds the total pay beyond 
the maximum of the new scale, the difference between the maximum and the 
pay so fixed shall be treated as personal pay. An employee will be allowed the 
benefitof. F.R.23 to cone into the revised grade from the date on which he earns 
his next increment in the old scale.

GPU ON

Employees are given a period of two months up to the 31st of August 
1959, for the exercise of option either to the new or old scales. This option 
will be given to all employees, including temporary emergency employees and 
also to reverted probationers.

Those who opt for the existing scales will continue to draw House Rent 
Allowance and Dearness Allowance at the existing rates, provided the santion 
for the continuance exists.

The revised scales and allowances as well as options and fixation of pay 
will also apply to teachers of aided schools and schools administered by 
District Boards, but not to employees of local bodies other than school teachers, 
whose case is separately under consideration, nor to work-charged esta
blishments nor establishement s chargeable to contingencies.

The revised scales will take effect from 1-11-1958■

These changes are expected to cost the Government a sum of Rs. one crore 
approximately per annum immediately in excess of the financial effects of the 
recommendations of the Pay Committee which are estimated at Rs.2.65 Crores to 
start with and Rs.4-50 Crores eventually.

As illustrations of the increase which will accrue as a result of the 
present decisions of the Government, the following may be mentioned.

contd
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The total emoluments of

S ~ service go

s un^Sir tfro“ cie^Xo
upper division clerk^'th'’*tional benefit of gs 5 toMO^’y l?*uates aPl»inted 
Secretariat to^ST^• ”
offices fromRs.119 to 08 “ the Directorates, Im * tg Xssil5 years service. The ^rences are lar^ for thole

Government would rPnqn4+ , ,
to various Increases elven increases are in addition
the appointment of the Pay °f ^^nt befo re
Rs.2.5 Crores per annum to the Governmenth ^°1Te 311 additi°nal cost of over 
sent orders win be received with s™SltiZn7 PS’ therefore> ‘he pre-

li^LOYEES1 ASSOCIATIONS’ STATEMENT

*as adopted by a joint meeting 
oi th_ employees' Associations held on 20.6.1959)

This joint meeting of the Executive of the A P N o ntc Aeo„„‘ + • n

Cabinet ^b^o^t^ that haS from the ^emSnt^'deciXjns^
abinet Sub-Committee's recommendations feels constrained to express its deen- 

felt disappointment and regret that the Government's decisions^ave far fron?
anomalies inherent in the Pay Committee's recommendations, 

s^Uon/I? lb y A cnequltious and uneven benefits to the various
ecpions oi the low paid employees. The following are but the most impor-tant

among them:

1. The re-grouping of scales as demanded by Government Teachers'Union has 
been left completely untouched .

2. Peons, L.D.Cs., U.D.Cs., Typists and Stenographers, Primary School 
Headmasters and several other categories have not been afforded the ralief 
deserved, aid practically there has been no improvement in the benefits to be 
derived by them when compared to the Recommendations of the Pay Committee.

3. The financial commitments owing to the Government's decisions on the Cabinet 
Sub-Committee's recommendations are again not entirely correct, as in the case 
of the estimates of the Pay Committee .

In^pite of the treatment, which is certainly less than just, 
meted out to this chronic problem by the Government's decisions, the noble senti
ments expressed by the Chief Minister at the time of announcing the Government's 
decisions, have weighed with us to pause and bestow our most earnest and serious 
consideration in deciding the future course to achieve our rightful due. This 
Joint Meeting has sufficient reasons to believe firmly that by some adjustments 
in the decisions taken will really help to afford satisfaction to all the 
sections of the employees and we hope the Government in justification of their 
noble gesture will give their earnest attention to the minimum changes 
necessary. .

This meeting hereby resolves to authorise the joint council of action to 
set up a Negotiating Committee to move the Government in the matter and in the 
event of their efforts not bearing fruit, to go ahead with the ballot already 
contemplated...................



AITUG WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 
(Delhi, Au mist 8-9, 1959)

■^^L^VT'S dischemnation

AGAIN ST THi£ A*I«T*U C

HTUcTaMTts^SSn^Ss^i^^ JT™1* °f India “e 
Working Committee, General Counr^i ,T n^tter of discussion in our 
lodged several protests on this a 371 d the General Session and we have 
AITUC delegates^o partiSpT TTX X the of P^P^ts to 
most ordinary question of registerTT+T™11 ?onferences down to the 
sympathetic to the AITUG, the martisfnT T sponsored bM Persons 
of the INTUG and its anxiety p art 1Sanf hlP of the Government in favour 
this policy of th, Sh tte mUC by ““S fair °r

r j u uue vovernment is very much evident.

To cite more recent instances:

tion (SlC^th^MTUC^^b" °f th® B”Plo^eEi St^ Insurance Corpora
te sIsXA of he Stance ^e" " °f thS Corporation but when it cones
has tin SlbllA 2 G Comattee, all throurh the years, the AITUC 
has been deliberately kept out. At the last meeting of the ESIG 
TTTTTT' Com;Kolhatkar, walked out of the meeting as 1 protest 
to^'invite" the XT thiS walk °U^ the authorities agreed
° T e i f AITUC representative to every meeting of the Standing 

Committee - but formally we have no place on the Standing Committee as 
yet.

2. The National Productivity Council sponsors a great many delegations 
to study.productivity techniques abroad. and trade union representatives are 
also nominated on the delegation. The AITUC has sent so far four nominations, 
and recently the Council condescended to consider one for the Productivity 
Team on Building Construction - the nomination of Com. N.N,Manna. However, 
shortly after the nomination was accepted unanimously by the Council, 
the Secretary of the NPC wrote to the AITUC that the Technical Co-operation 
Mission of the USA which provides the funds for the productivity team for 
its tour abroad,has vetoed the inclusion of Com.Manna in the delegation. At 
this shameful interference of the TCM in the matter ofselection of delegation 
of a national organisation and the equally shameful attitude of the NPC 
authorities in succumbing to such blackmail on the part of the TCM, our 
representative on the Governing Body of the NPC had to walk out of the recent 
meeting of the Governing Body.

3. In the matter of passports for AITUC delegations, the situation
is extremely deplorable. Strange reasons are now being adduced for denial 
of passports. For instance, in the case of the International Conference of 
Miners held in Poland in July, Com.Kalyan Roy, General Secretary of the 
Indian Mine Workers Federation was denied passport on the ground that the 
"invitation" to participate in the conference did not come "through the 
Ministry of External Affairs." It is common knowledge that hardly few invi
tations are "routed" through the Government's External Affairs Ministry, 
in order that passports may be granted to the invitees. But, more than 
anything else, such a demand for "routing" the invitations is a downright inter
ference in the rights of trade unions in this country to have international 
affiliation of its choice and once affiliated, to exercise their right to send 
their delegations to participate in the conferences of the international body. 
From the mere fact that INTUC leaders freely get their passports and 
participate in international gatherings, it is crystal clear that the demand 
for "routing the invitation is only meant for the AITUG.

4. The mu ch-publicised 'implementation committees’ which are supposed to 
be forums for bringing about amicable settlement of disputes have becone 
another scandlous instance of how the policy of discrimination against the 
AITUC is continued by the Government. For instance, m U tar ra e h, the

St at e Committ ee................................
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State Committee of the AITUC hp« „
In other centres, it has bjen ° representative on the E&I Committee, 
is much more and in addition to fh he W31shta^ given to the INTUC
the national TU centre , its affile Jepr3Sentation Piven to the INTUC as
tation on the Committee Separately & the &ba;te given represen- 
the AITUC to a diadvanta^vis-^ TNTnr 4'^ Really puts

a Vis the INTUC in such tripartite committees.
The discrimination against the AITUC and + ha +

was clear in the Government's nominate™ P^^age of the INTUC
delegation to the ILO this year too worKars' ^oup in the Indian
Conference, a revised procedu^ r°' S® x^ ths l6th Indian Lab°^^
the representative character of tho WaS adoPted for determiningof India without waiting f^ 1 r TU centres, the Government
the INTUC to the Workers' Group of^heVrr vefdfication» nominated 
Government did, when the AITUC clll™a \ Delegation.
• xU x , . une mub claimed a larger membershinin the returns submitted for the period endtaj -”eroershlP

Thisj the 
than the INTUC

31 .3.58.
6.

the one
o organise workers in trade

registration to trade unions 
or unions affiliated to the

that of discrimination against the AITUC -
that cuts at the root of the fundamental right t 
unions - is the practice of outright denial of 
sponsored by persons sympathetic to the AITUC <

Practice is mostly in Bihar. Unions commanding the support 
of thou ands of workers as m Una iron ore mines, and unions which have 

act:LYe existence for over five years have been refused registration 
and these unions had to move the High Court through writ petitions. In the 
case of the A.C.C. Rajanka Limestone parries Mazdoor Union, Chaibasa, long 
after a writ of mandamus was issued, the union was told that the Registrar 
cannot register the union. No reasons were given for this refusal. A few 
of the unions ’which have not yet got registration for over two years now in 
Bihar are: (l) United Mineral Workers Union, Gua, (2) Maubhander Copper 
Workers Union, Ghatshila, (3) Ganga Bridge Railway Mazdoor Union, Ga-rhara 
(4) Dhanbad District Firebrick and Ceramic Workers Union, Shanbad 
(5) Fhulwarisharif Suti Mill Mazdoor Union, Phulwarisharif, (6) Hindusthan 
Vehicle Mazdoor Union, Fhulwarisharif, Patna, (7) The Biri Shop and 
Bwtablishments Workers Upion, Giridih, (8) Patna Ihgineering Workers' Union, 
Patna.

7. In Madras, in the City transport services, ballot was held to determine 
the representative character of the union and the AITUC union won the ballot. 
The union was not however recognised on the plea that the margin of victory 
was not substantial and the Government stated that both the unions will be 
recoaiised. But as against this promise, what the Government did was to 
recognise the rival union and the recognition of the AITUC union, in spite 
of its having won the ballot, has been denied.

8. There are numerous instances of such discrimination, especially 
in the States of Bombay, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab, etc. Even in the 
matter of workers' education, several State Governments have been trying 
to exclude the AITUC from such schemes.



MfUG WOBKIN© COiWTTag MggTINQ 
(Mhl, 19^)

strike

diary

(January - June, 1959)

struc^wor^as^a^rotest^aeainst^h^rS °f ShyamanaEar, W.Beneal,

manaeewnt, later ™, deoS t Sok”™ S P01^- ®>e

only in March, thus causin.

on stnL"?^/ “ W°°*rjar Elates Ltd., Devarshola (Madras State) went 
V4M-- +f ary 12 tO 22’ demanding reinstatement of two workers
victimised by the management.

_ On January 15, 1800 workers of Simon Carves Ltd., P.O.Durgapur Steel 
roject Burdwan, struck work demanding increase in wages. The strike was 

called off on January 31, pending adjudication. The strike caused a 
total time loss of 27,000 mandays.

Following a strike by 47 workers in the Nundydroog Mine (Kolar Goldfields), 
Mysore from January 16, demanding lay-off compensation, the management 
declared a lock-out from January 19, affecting 4,349 workers. The lock-out 
was lifted on January 27 as a result of mutual discussions. The dispute 
caused a time loss of approximately 30,000 mandays.

On January 22, more than. 8,000 employees in 21 different hospitals 
in W.Bengal observed a 6-hour token strike to press for their demands of 
increased wages, revision of pay scales, etc. During the month, 600 workers 
of R.G.Kar Medical College and Hospital were also on strike.

More than 1000 workers of Dalmia Cement Factory, Dalmiapuram (Madras 
State) struck work from January 23. The strike was called off on January 31, 
on the advice of the Madras Labour Minister. The workers had demanded 
bonus and increase in wages. 10,280 mandays were lost due to the strike.

44,200 mandays were lost in the strike of 3,400 workers engaged in 
the Ganga Bridge Project, Hathidih, Patna, which began on January 31. The 
workers were demanding alternate work for surplus workers after the 
completion of the project.

On FEBRUARY 2, 1,180 workers of Raza Sugar Co., Ltd., Rampur and 1,082 
workers of Buland Sugar Co. Ltd., Rampur, struck work, demanding among 
others, the withdrawal of the cut in holidays which the INTUC union had agreed 
to by a backdoor agreement with the employers. on February 4, the managements 
declared lock-out. The lock-out was lifted, on February 26, but the strike 
continued till March. The time loss is estimated at 35,712 and 37,492 niandays 

respectively.

Nearly 4 500 tannery workers in Ranipet (Madras State) went on strike 
on February s’, in sympathy with the Union President who was convicted.

On February 27, sections of Government employees of Andhra Pradesh 
observed '-Quit Work Day", as a protest against the Pay Committee's Report. 

The token strike which was iXX^eWatlS/S som
sectSns^f the employes who did not receive Information of the calling off 

in tine observed the "Quit Work Day .
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On MARCH 2, more 
in the Madhya Pradesh
the month of February 
to their demands
of a Pay Commission

than 1300 clasc, ttt
Government Secretariat rS^F^ ®]TPloyees working

, . as.a Protest against the tak® their pay for
which included grant nf in+ • dipPerence of the Government 

of mtenm relief and appointment

The Post and Telegranh i
by refusing to accept their |ay TrXS^ °bserved "Pay Strike" on Mar .2,
Government to award a se cond instfi the failure of the
tion of Pay Commission's Report and mfhF int®rim relief, early publica- 
Service Conduct Rules. P a d withdrawal of Rules 4(a) and (b) of

On March 4, over 8,000 workers in 1/ x •
ments in North Arcot Dt Madras q+ V beedl manufacturing establish- 
wages. The strike continued for th^f struck work demanding increased 
intervention of the Government. dayS When 11 waS called off on

SUppta^C^I^na^^J^^ toe Labour Board Stevedore, 
on March 5, as a prrtest^l^t ./“I ” “ tOten Striko for elaht hours 
Chairman of the Dock hXuJ Crd ” °f P°"SrS" th’

obsor^dTtX^lt^ °f «"“■ in Bajasthan
harlsslnt o?^orkeSlv Se the ^^to-tnent and
flltsW a i . Dy the police and owners as well as to protestagainst the delay m granting increased wages, DA, etc. Prote^

work on March 16,
work nrAh Bhagaband colliery, Kusunda, Dhanbad, struck

that assurances should be given against
when the th? plt tOp> The strike was called off on March 31,
idle the dispute was referred to adjudication. The time-loss is 
estimated at 22,400 man days.

M Ab°ut 3,000 domestic workers of Delhi observed a token strike on 
March 19, to press their demand for legislation regarding working hours, 
minimum wage, etc. ’

On March 19, more than 600 workers of Braiburu and Bichaikar 
mines in Barajamda, Bihar, went on strike demanding increase in wages 
and profit-sharing bonus, reinstatement of victimised workers, etc. 
The strike was called off on May 24, following- a settlement.

On March 19, 472 trained and skilled technicians of Hindustan 
Steel, Rourkela, went on strike demanding revision of pay scales.

On March 20, 1959, over 20,000 employees of 86 municipalities 
throughout West Bengal observed a one-day token strike as a. protest 
against the non-implementation of the recommendations of the Minimum 
Wage Advisory Committee. ,

On March 20, nearly 1300 workers of the Andhra Cement Company, 
Vijayawada, went on strike protesting against retrenchment of 314 workers. 
The strike was called off on April 16, when the dispute was referred 
to adjudication.

On March 23, workers of Kirke nd Colliery and New Marine Colliery 
in Dhanbad Dt., Bihar, went on strike protesting against violation of 
statutory provisions, victimisation of workers and against victimisation 
of workers. The strike in Newr Marine colliery was called off on May 6. 
The strike in Kirkend colliery continued during the months of May and June.

770 worfers in Venesta Ltd., Kamarhatty, W.Beng^ struck work 
from March 26, on the victimisation of two workers. On April 2, the 
management declared a lockout which continued for about a mon h.
When the lock-out was lifted, the _ management agreed to make a relief 
payment of 50% of four weeks' basic wage and .A.
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On March-3O_, ever 1 OOP i<
went on strike demanding bonus^^eering Works, Madras 
off on April 3 was resu^? »s strike ^ioh was called
^ril 18 onwards. r One daY on April 15 and later on from

From APRIL 4 to TO
(Kerala) went on strike "to preJ^h^ C^t“X oil c<Wany at Ernakulam
The strike was called off following^^st-tl^ ^°t arrearS of OVsr6ine dues.

969 workers of the Rant t j.
2 hours to pret§rtheir ouStandiJ^ B°mbay’ w®nt on a ^ken strike for 

resorted to on the same dav strikes were also
Ahmedabad and Poona. ’ Y employees of the Bank at its branches in

strike from April ®U=) Shahad (Bombay) went on
the management. The strike was oSL^S"^0?*?^8 ’1°tiM5ed

AprilVfo

XrlT^

On April?? th?man« by r°r demonstrating in front of the mill,
on aprix kA, the management declared a lock-out.

(MadrS W°rkerS ln Vaikundam Hubber Estate, Marthandorc
oPoX;? aL • °n,a “?-day strife, protesting against introduction 
oi contract system in field work.

Workers in Asbestos—Gene nt Go., Kymore, 
April 18, demanding' increase in DA, etc.

M.P., went on strike from

313 workers in Indra Cotton Mills, Ghrompet, Indras State, went on 
strike from April 19, protesting against change in working conditions. 
Subsequently, management declared a lock-out.

1030 workers employed by the Salt Merchants and Dealers' Association, 
Morwa (Bombay) went on strike from April 20, demanding increase in pay and 
bonus for the years 1956-57 and 1957 - 58.

On April 21, about 3,000 workers of Chinese Tanneries, Dhapa and Tangara, 
Calcutta, struck work over non-implementqtion of minimum wages. The strike 
terminated on April 28, through direct negotiations.

650 workers of the National Electrical Industries, Bombay, went on 
strike from April 24, protesting against changes made by the management in 
the wage-structure and retrenchment of over 20 workers. The strike was 
called off on June 10, following mediation by the President of the AITUG, 
but since the management -went back on its assurances, the workers resumed 
strike from June 20. On June 26, the management declared a lock-out.

700 employees of Express Newspapers (P) Ltd., Madras, went on strike 
from April 27, protesting against transfer of printing and publication of 
the Daily "Andhra Prabha" from Madras to Vijayawada and move to shift machinery. 
The management declared a lock-out the same day.

On April 30, about 90,000 teachers in W.Bengal went on a one-day token 
strike, in response to the call by the Education Movement Coordination 
Committee . The strike was to press the demand for wage increase and improvement 
in service conditions.

On MAY 2 800 xvorters of the New Era Fabrics Private Ltd., Bombay, went on 
strike demanding reinstatemen t of two worfers who were Works Committee members. 
The strike prolonged and was on in June and July.
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On fey ig5 1959 op 0^
S^dSs S? >at in the fo- ^ile
i dras State, when the workers ?? ? n and Mkramasinghapuram 
increased work-loads. The loniz e^used to accept the arbitrarilvThe ^out was lifted s

On JUNE } nearlv 3000
Corporation went on strike demtndin^hi ±n the Bombay Municipal
The strike was called off on June 9 3^er.waees^ housing facilities, etc.

e y, follcwmg a settlement.
From June 7 to 1 9 ,1strike to preSs for ti'i“ Mils, J^hpur, went on

went on a tok^'stSke^r^est^ Company, Jamshedpur,
paying any heed to workers' demands St th® ^^eement's attitude of not

fenufacturerstorporaUon'ltd^ Calc0??^ W°rkerS of the Machinery 
reinstatement of 249 retrenched XkeJs ' de“anding
management, since then. er ’ The factory was closed by the

throu^^n^w^t B®k LW., at its offices
The strike contented tall^ ^^Ssal of six employees.
agreed to mediatiS. Y ’ when the union and the *^a^nt

On June the bank employees.in Delhi went on a sympathetic 
. Similar token stoppages were also

token^ strike for 2 hours on each day? “ Jvin'suo
organised by the bank employees' trade unions in Calcutta and other centres.

On JuneST PT Kt? a 111:1111011 workers in W. BENGAL observed a GENERALX Sade ° by the Famine ^^stance Committee and
, lori Action committee. The general strike was called to

of W th® P°licy of th® ^rnment which landed the people
of W.Bengal to near-famine conditions. ?

PW Workers in Dehri-on-Sone (Bihar) went on strike from June 29 
to press for their outstanding demands relating to service conditions' 
The strike was called off on July 2, following a settlement.

(NOTE: The Strike Diary does not claim to be 
a complete account of all actions during 
the period Jan-June, 1959. It would be 
helpful if additions or corrections are 
suggested for inclusion in the Diary.)



general .INDEX FOOD INDEX
Year 1949 

base 1944 
base

---- J—-----

1949 
base

1950 101 13S 101
1951 105 144 104
1952 103 141 102
1953 106 145 109
1954 101 13S 101
1955 96 132 92
1956 105 144 105
1957 111 152 112
195S 116 158 118
1959

Jan. 117 161 119
Feb. 11g 163 120
March 117 161 118

April 117 161 119



A™c working committee meeting
lueihi August 6-9 1959)

•^^g-mRlCES QF FOODGRAINS

the Table °ofnfhew53 laid on
by the Union F00H S— the Lok Sabha
1959) °d Minister on August 4,

S1CE_PRICES
---------------------------- ----- (Prices in Rs.per Maund)

STATE/CENTRE VARIETY AS ON 1.4 .59 AS ON 29.7.59

ANDHRA PRADESH ---- —-- — ----- ------------------—--------------

Kakinada 
Nellore Akkulu 

1st Sort is.75 21.50
Nizamabad Akki jl 11 20.75 23.50
Vijayawada 

ASSAM
II Sort 17.31 

is.50
20.91
21.06

Haikandi Sail
Tehu

BOMBAY
Coarse 19.25 

IS.50
25 .00
19.00

Chiplun, 
Kalyan 
Nagpur

Coarse 
Inferior 
Gurmatia

24.00
22 .00
23.00

30.00
27.00 (27.7.59)
27.00

B I H A R
Dumka 
Gaya

Coarse 
Common

21.00
19.00

22.50
21 67Jayanagar Coarse 19 .75 22 00Ranchi Coarse 19. ss 23.50

KERALA
Kozhikode II Sort is.50 24.50

23 .07Trivandrum 
madhya pradesh

Pasanki 20.62

Kotma Gurmatia 14.50 13.50(coarse)Akaitara Coarse 14.50 14.62Raipur
MADRAS

Coarse 14.50 16.00

Kumbakonam Kurvai 17.00 22.67(Katthai
Samba)

Tirunelveli Anakomban 20.77 19.77
Tiruchirapalli 

MYSORE
Katthai Samba 19.07 23.00

Nandgarh
ORISSA

Inferior 16.00 16.00

Jaipur Rasu 14.33 14.75
Cuttack Coarse 12 .19 15.12

PUNJAB
Amritsar Coarse 23 .00 26.00

UTTAR PRADESH
Nowgarh III Sela 17.00 17.50 R

Gorakhpur 
Etawah

IV Sort
Safed Sela

21.25
21.12

22.00R
23.25 R

Bahraich III Arwa 19.50 25.00 R
DELHI Punjab Sela 25.00 27.50

N.R. Not reported; R. For Transactions of le ss than 10 maunds.
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WHEAT PRICES

(Rs. Per Maund)

States/Centre Varie ty 1.4.1959 29.7.1959

BIHAR
------ ---- -----—. ------ -------- ——____

Khagalia whi to
Patna white

22 .50
24.00

19.00
21.00

BOMBAY

Bombay
Dhandika Nasik Yellow 

Red 22.77 23 .33
Rajkot Red IS.00 

19.74
20.00
21.50

MADHYA PRADESH
•

Sagar
Rewa
Hoshangabad
Bhopal

Pissi 
Ordinary 
White 
Whi te

14.37
16.00
15.00
16.00

14.75
14.56
15.50
15.25

PUNJAB

Abohar 
Moga 
Barnala 
Karnal

Dara 
591 

FAQ 
Dara

21.02
23 .25
20.50
20.42

14.19
15.25
14.75
13.00

RAJASTHAN

Ganganagar Dara 24.00 14.75Kotah Red 16.50 16.50
UTfAR PRADESH

Hapur FAQ 22 .00 19.00 R
Bahraich FaQ 20.00 13.50 R
Chandausi Sarbati 19.00 17.57 R
DELHI Dara 17.50 14.50

R. Transaction of less than 10 maunds.

NOTE: The Food Minister has omitted the State of W.Bengal 
in the above Statement. As is. well-known, prices 
of foodgrains in W.Bengal have shot up very sharply 
during this period.



TRIAL disputes
' ' ~~ *—"---------------------— 1 -

Year No . of 
disputes No .of 

Workers 
involved

No.of Manw 
days lost

1954 1,166
5,27,767

1955 1,203
56,97,848

1956 1,248
7,15,130 69,92,040

1957 1,630
6,40,871 49,82,229

1958 1,248
8,89,371 64,29,319

1959 Jan. 160
9,28,566 77,97,585

Feb. 128
64,147 3,19,885

March 134
39,850 2,91,294

April
55,078 2,79,346

143 34,365 3,21,261

employment in cotton mill industry

Year

Total 
No . of 
’Workers 
on Roll

Average 
No .of 
Workers 
Employed 
dai ly

No . of 
Mills 
remained 
closed

No. of 
mills 
worked 
one shift 
only

Total 
number 

of 
; mills

1954 7,97,483 7,41,169 25 27 392
1955 8,55,726 7,58,044 26 24 399
1956 9,32,873 8,06,791 21 21 405
1957 9,43,417 8,12,948 21 22 487
1958 9,00,166 7,67,150 41 33 441
1959 Jan. 8,85,958 7,69,804 46 21 481

Feb. 8,83,823 7,66,470 47 24 482
March 8,90,113 7,62,083 43 24 481

No. of mills remained closed during March 1959 according to
States is as follows: Andhra 2, Bihar 1, Bombay 16, Madhya Pradesh 
1, Madras 4, Mysore 3, Orissa 2, Punjab 1, Rajasthan 4, Uttar 
Pradesh 7, West Bengal 2.



AITUC WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 
(Delhi, August 8-9, 1959)

TEXTILE CLOSURES

Commerce Minister's Statement in Parliament

The following statement was laid on the Table of the House on August 3, 
by Shri Nityanand Kanungo, Minister of Commerce, in reply to a question by 
Shri S.M.Banerjee, Shri Napdish Awasti, Shri Nagi Reddy and others in the Lok 
Sabha:

(a) Figures regarding closure of cotton textile mills are available 
upto 30.6.1959. As on that date, 39 mills are closed down completely. State
wise distribution of the same is as follows:

Andhra Pradesh 1
Bihar 1
Bombay 15
Kerala -
Madhya Pradesh 1
Madras 5
Orissa 2
Mysore 3
Punjab -
Rajasthan 4
Uttar Pradesh 5
West Bengal 1
Delhi 1
Pondicherry

TOTAL - 39

There are 33 mills working partially as on June 30, 1959 — 23 in Bombay, 
3 in West Bengal, 2 each in Madras and Pondicherry and 1 each in ^fysore, Kerala 
and Uttar Pradesh.

(b) 3 mills which remained totally closed at the commencement of 1959 have 
reopened subsequently. The mills are:

1 Aurangabad Cotton Mills, Aurangabad .
2*. Pollachi Bagyalakshmi (re-named as Kwality Textile), oil
3. John Princess of Wales Spinning Mull No.4, Agra

T- J C a of the Industries (Development & Regulation) Act,
Wer .Atterton Ks, Kanpur

and M/s. Model Mills, Nagpur.

closure of 8 mills in 1959, the estimated
’ ^nth^ossls 4^2 bales of cloth and 11,495 bales of yarn.



employment EXCHANGE STATTstt;

No. of
Year regie tra-

tions during 
the period

5 IVO . OI 
applicants 
placed in 
employment

No. of 
applicants 
on the live 
registers at

the end of the
------- ——---- period

1954 14,65,497 1,62,451 6,09,780
1955 15,34,024 1,69,735 6,91,958
1956 16,69,395 1,36,355 7,58,503
1957, 17,74,663 1,92,831 9,22,099
1953 22,03,333 2,33,320 ' 11,83,299
1959

Jan. 1,37,924 19,255 11,95,926
Feb. 1,73,513 19,966 12,10, 523
March 1,63,336 17,860 12,17,650
April 1,94,390 22,575 12,36,988

Occupational distribution of applicants on live registers 

in April 1959 is as follows:

Industrial Supervisory services - 9,173

Skilled & Semi-skilled services - 96,660

Clerical Services - 3,14,329

Educational Services - 55,660

Domestic Services - 49,33,2

Unskilled Services - 6,52,971

Others - 53,303



'^Includes Central, State and Local Governments

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
Item 1952 1953 195* 1955

~ — ■--
1956

—11951

1957

,_z_ioo)

1958
; ____ .J959~__

Jan. Feb.

1. General Index

2. Goal

3- Iron Ore

4• Su par

5. Tea

6. Vegetable oil 
products

7 • Cigarettes

8. Cotton Textiles 
(Cloth)

9. Jute Textiles

10. Jfetches

11. Soap

12 .Cement

13.Iron & Steel

14 .Non-ferrous Metals

103.6 105.6 112.9 122.4 132.6

105.6 I04.5 107.2 111.4 w, .9

106.3 99.9 107.8 116.7 116.1

134.0 115.8 97.4 143.0 166.5

98.6 96.7 102<0 1q6>2 1o6.q

HO.7 U1.2 133.9 151.3 148.3

102.3 109.1 110.9 111.9 117.5

102.0 109-5 109.5 109.2 115.2

107.6 101.1 107.3 118.9 127.3

107.1 106.9 91.5 106.6 106.6

103.5 98.5 105.5 118.7 132.1

110.7 118.3 137.6 140.4 154.2

102.2 95.7 113.2 113.3 119.4

80.7 85.2 126.5 123.7 124.7

""" ' 1"    —.  - —- _ —  
(Source:

NATIONAL INCOME (1943,49 _ _1957-58)

137.3 139.4

126.8 132.1

126.3 156.3

185.5 175.5

106.9 112.0

174.9 171.3

115.6 108.9

109.7 101.8

120.5 123.9

100.1 106.3

133.8 147.2

175.3 189.9

119.3 119.2

151.7 165.4

RESERVE-bank-

155.0

142.9 137.8

198.7 194.2

478.6 442.6

19.7 17.0

193.5 191.6

114.8 104.7

106.3 96.7

129.3 119.7

98.5 106.8

131.8 -

187.6 188.8

129.9 135.1

181.2 -

BULLETIN"^June 59)

In Constant Prices (Factor Incomes)
----------------------------------------- --- -------------------- (In Rs.100 Crores)

Year Net Output of Govt. Net output of..— Net Output w + ,
Administration^ Govt .Enterprises of private • eamed NiLT

Sector incoj® NATIONAL
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- from_ abroad PRODUCT

1948-49 4.0
1949-50 4.1
1950- 51 4.3
1951^52 4.5
1952-53 4.6

1953-54 4.9
1954-55 5.2
1955-56 5.7
1956-57 6.1
1957-58^ 6.6

2.4
2.7
2.9
3.2
3.1
3.2
3.6
4.2
4.8

>------> 107

80.3
83.5
88.3
92.2
90.6
96.7
87.3
89.9

102.1
.OS--------

—0.2
—0.2
—0.2
—0.2
—0.1

0.1

86.5
90.1
95.3
99.7
98.2

104.8
96.1
99.8

113.1
113.6

Preliminary
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